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PART A
;

SINGLE AND MULTIVENT TEST AND ANALYSIS

3 SUMMARY

! This is the final Scaled Multivent Test Program report. In this test program

single and multivent tests were performed at several scales and over a wide"

range of test conditions.

.

| The objectives of the test program were:
,

i

Demonstrate that single cell chugging loads are bounding by establishinga.

}.
that multivent loads are less than single vent loads.

I

! b. Determine the multivent effects that occur during chugging in multivent
geometries.

! c. Show that the multivu.;t effects observed at subscale would also be
expected to cccur at full-scule.

,

.

In meeting these objectives tests were p. ' formed on single vent geometries at
1

! four subscales and multivent geometries at tuo scales. The geometries tested
are summarized in Table S-1. Data from these tests were presented in earlier
data reports. In this report the data from previous tests in this program are;

I combined together with data from full-scale tests and theoretical analyses
to provide a unified description of chugging in single and multivent geometries
which fulfills the objectives of this program.

| The five test vessels used range'd in size from 10-in to 44-in in diameter.
j All geometries had the drywell-over-wetwell configuration of the Mark II plant

with straight vents. Critical dimensions such as submergence, clearance, vent;

! diameter, vent spacing and wetwell diameter were linearly scaled; while vent
lengths and the pool-to-vent area ratio were kept constant between gen e* ries.
Special tests in this program, together with previous programs, r ucide data
on the effects of varying the i dimensions. In this program chugging data

A-1
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i
:

!

I were obtained over a wide range of conditions (steam flux, air content,

f pressure, pool temperature) to contribute to the basic understanding of
the physics of the phenomena and, hence, the effect of scale and the extension

,

! of the data to full-scale.
!

i.

! Extensive instrumentation, together with a 28 channel analog tape recorder
and a 64 channel minicomputer-based data acquisition and reduction system,

provided data on (1) pool interior and boundary pressures, (2) pool tempera-I

ture distribution, (3) vent pressures, (4) water position and velocity in the ;

l

|
vents, (5) vent, vessel and basemat accelerations, (6) and the various steady-
state test conditions such as steam and air flow rates, system pressure and

pool temperature and depth. Data reduction was accomplished by manually-guided
t

computer manipulations.
;

l.

k The main resu~t from the test data obtained in this program was that at test
conditions representative of full scale the pool wall pressures in a multivent
geometry are lower than those in the corresponding single vent geometry, i.e.,;

a single vent poel wall pressures are bounding.
.

The reduction in wall pressure amplitudes in a multivent geometry is due toi

i the multivent effects where the chugs (bubble collapses) at individual vents
;

j are desynchronized and the chug strengths at individual vents varies in a multivent

j geometry. As expected, these multivent effects did occur in the full-scale
f JAERI multivent tests, therefore, the multivent pool wall pressure character-

istics observed at subscale are also expected to occur at full-scale.
l

.,

The single vent test data at four subscales along with full-scale single vent
I data show:

i

Under prototypical test conditions (full-scale values of the wetwalla.
airspace pressure, steam mass flux, pool temperature and steam air
content) the essential features of chugging are preserved between

,

scales.
;

;

;

A-il,
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b. Chugging characteristics are dependent on system conditions and

parameters such as average pool wall pressure amplitudes, and period
between chugs show clear trends with system conditions that are
similar at all scales, including full-scale.

The multivent test data show:

Multivent chugging characteristics are also dependent on system condi-a.

tions and the trends of average pool wall pressure amplitudes and
pet-iod between chugs with system conditions are virtually identical
to those for single vent chugging,

b. Multivent pool wall pressure amplitudes are lecs than the corresponding
single vent amplitudes,

The lower multivent pool wall pressures are principally due to thec.

multivent effects where bubble collapses at individual vents are not
synchronized and the strength of the bubble collapses varies from vent
to vent for a given chug event in a meiltivent geometry. These multi-

vent effects are observed in both subscale and full-scale (JAERI)
multivent tests.

d. The multivent pool wall pressure characteristics can be prediced by
acoustic analyses incorporating the observed multivent effects.

Test data gathered during this test program provide for supporting the Mark II
Chugging Loads Methodology which uses full-scale single vent data to predict
the Mark II chugging loads.

A-iii
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Table S-1

SCALED MULTIVENT TEST PROGRAM

Single Vent Test Geomet:1es 1/10, 1/6, 1/4, 5/12 scales

Multivent Test Geometries 1/10 scale, 3, 7, 19 vents
1/6 scale, 3, 7 vents

Additional Test Geometries Effect of drywell volume
Effect of pool size
Effect of vent location in the pool
Effect of vent length

Total Number of Test Geometr es = 19i

Total Number of Tests = 749

,

9
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A1. INTRODUCTION
i

f

This is the final report for the Scaled Multivent Test Program. The Scaled
Multivent Test Program has generated a significant data base on chugging in
single and multiple vent geometries. These data have provided the trend in
chugging loads with number of vents and physical insights into the chugging
phenomenon in single and multivent geometries. The data base was reported on
in two earlier data reports [ References Al and A2]. This final report combines
and explains the data trends reported in the two earlier data reports together
with data from full-scale single and multivent tests [2eferences A3, A4, AS
and A6].

A1.1 BACKGROUND

After the initial pool swell transient from a postulated LOCA in a BWR steam
with d1 creasing amounts of air is vented from the drywell into the wet.* ell of
the pressure Suppression System. The purpose of this venting is to condense,

the steam in the wetwell pool and limit the pressure buildup in the contain-
ment. During such steam venting condensation-driven oscillations have been
observed in various experiments.

Two types of condensation-driven oscillations have been observed. The f'irst
type, called " condensation oscillation' (CO), occur during the earlier portion
of the blowdown. C0 is characterized by fairly einusoidal pressure oscilla-
tions in the entire drywell, vent and vetwell system. These condensstion
oscillations are followed by the second type of condensation-driven oscilla-
tions called " chugging". Chugging is characterized by discrete bursts of
pressure oscillations in the wetwell pool with quiescent periods between them.
The pressure oscillations during chugging are associated with the rapid
collapse of the steam " bubble" at the vent exit and typically exhibit a
pressure spike followed by a damped ringout which has predominant frequency
components at the vent and pool natural frequencies.

Al-1
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The characterization of these condensation-driven pressure oscillations for

Mark 11 plant arructural evaluations has been the major thrust of the CO and
Chugging Load Defi.:ition Programs. The full-scale single cell tests (single
vent in an appropriate sized pool) [ References A3, A4 and A5] provide the~

data base from which the Mark II CO and chugging load definitions will be

developed. Since the Mark II Suppression System is a multivent geometry,
it is necessary to demonstrate that the full-scale single vent data will

conservatively bound the loads ' expected in the multivent }brk II geometry.
The Scaled Multivent Test Program was performed to provide experimental config-

uration of the bounding nature of the single cell loads.

A1.2 TEST PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The detailed program plan and description of the Scaled Multivent Test Program

are given in References A8 and A9 and briefly summarized here.

'

The main objectives of the Scaled Multivent Test Program were to determine

multivent effects ou chugging (such as trends in pool wall pressure magnitudes

with number of vents), demonstrate that the multivent trends observed at sub-
,

scale remain valid at full-scale, and provide a data base for assessment of

analytical load application techniques.

These test objectives were met by including tests in single vent geometries at

four scales (1/10, 1/6, 1/4 and 5/12 scale), and multivent geometries at

two scales (3, 7, and 19 vents at 1/10 scale and 3 and 7 vents at 1/6 scale).
Special tests were included to determine the effects of drywell volume, pool

size and vent location in the pool. The testing was divided into-two phases

as shown in Figure Al-1.

Phase 1 included the design and construction of the test facility, the

instrumincation, and the data acquisition and reduction hardware and software.

After a shakedown of the complcee facility, including instrumentation, data

acquisition and reduction systems, tests were performed on the 14 Phase 1

geometries. Five ci these geometries provided the Phase 1 portion of the

baseline single and multivent test data. These five geometrier included the

Al-2
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1, 3 and 7 vent configurations at 1/10 scale, and 1 and 3 vent configurations
at 1/6 scale. The remaining geometries tested in Phase 1 provided data on the
effects of drywell volume, pool size and vent location in the pool.

In Phase 2 an additional test vessel was installed in the test facility
and five single and multiple vent geometries were tested. These tests included

two more single vent geometries at 1/4 and 5/12 scale, a single vent geometry
at 5/12 scale with an increased vent length, and two additional multivent
geometries (19 vents at 1/10 scale and 7 vents at 1/6 scale). The test matrices
for Phase 1 and Phase 2 covered a wide range of test parameters such as stcam

mass flux, pool temperature, steam air-content, and wetwell airspace pressure.

1

|

Al-3
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e Design & Construct Facilityo
e Develop Instrumentation,
Data Acquisition & Reduction
Procedures

'
Is

e PIIASE 1 TESTS
m
j 14 Test Geometries:
a 1/10 scale - 1, 3, 7 Vents

1/6 scale - 1, 3 Vents . INTERIM PHASE 1
Variation of Drywell Size,

'

TEST REPORT
Pool Size & Vent Location
in the Pool

Total Number of Tests = 452
1r

if
d6 -.

PHASE 2 (*.STS
5 Test Geometriess
1/4 scale - 1 Vent

N 5/12 scale - 1 Vent (two _ INTERIM PHASE 2
e Vent Lengths)

-

DATA REPORT

$ 1/10 scale - 1.9 Vents
e 1/6 scale - 7 Vents"

Total Number of Tests = 297

u

FINAL REPORTu

Figure Al-1. Scaled Multivent Test P ogram Overview

Al-4
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A2. TEST DESCRIPTION
,

This section includes a brief description of the test facility, instrumentation,
data acquisition and reduction procedures. A detailed discussion is given in
References Al and A2.

i A2.1 TEST FACILITY

The Scaled Multivent Test Facility is shown schematically in Figure A2-1,
including a steam supply, a water supply system, an air supply system, and
the five test vessels used for the single and multiple vent geometries.

Steam was prpvided by a 20,000 lb/hr 200 psi boiler with a full flow discharge
j pressure regulator and flow control valves. The steam flow rate into tr e

drywell was measured by standard orifice meters with three maters for each

test geometry to insure adequate coverage of the wide range of flows requiredj

in the test matrix. A constant steam flow was maintained independent of
drywell pressure fluctuations by using a choked valve at the steam inlet to
the drywell.

,

!

Cooling water was circulated through the vessel under test to maintain the
| desired pool temperature and vent submergence. The cooling water was pumped

into the pool bottom through a distri'aution header and drawn out of the pool
approximately 3-inches below the pool surface.

Air was provided for pressurizing the test vessels, and mixing with steam in
! the drywells to provide the desired steam air-content. The flow rate of air

delivered to the drycell was measured with turbine meters, with three meters
available to cover the full range required. The air flow rate was maintained

.
independent of drywell pressure fluctuations by using a choked flowconstant

|. control valve at the inlet to the drywell.

A2-1
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A2.2 INSTRUMENTATION.

The Scaled Multivent Test Facility was provided with sufficient instruments
to obtain the measurements required to meet the objectives of the test program.
These measurements were classified in two main categories, prinicpal and system.

The principal data consisted of pool wall. pressures, " source" pressures, pool
temperatures, wall and vent accelerations, vent static pressure, and vent water
level. In addition to pool pressures and temperature distributions, these data
were used to determine the phasing between vents and other information to assist
in understanding chagging and multivent effects. The system data were data
needed to establish the test conditions such as steam and air flow rates to the
drywell, drywell pressures and temperatures, vent submergence, and wetwell
freespace pressure and temperature. A schematic diagram of the measurement
locations is given in Figure A2-2. The instrument specifications are given in

Table A2-1, including a cross-reference to Figure A2-2.

The detailed locations of the various instruments for a given test geometry

are given in References Al and A2.

A2.3 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM AND PROCEDURES

The data acquisition system used for recording the test data is shown in
Figure A2-3. The signals from the various instruments were conditioned and
amplified to give a !5 volt full-scale output. The slow response transducer

signals were routed directly via a 64-channel multiplexer to the A/D converter.
The fast response transducers were recorded on a 28-chancel FM tape recorder.

The reproduce side of the tape recorder was connected to the multiplexer and

an oscillograph. The oscillograph output was used for visual monitoring on
the data being recorded on the FM tape recorder.

The signals from the A/D converter were fed via a microcomputer (DEC LPAll)
to a PDP 11/70 minicomputer. Once the data vere on the PDP 11/70 they could
then be manipulated and displayed on both video and hardcopy terminals. The
low response transducer signals were digitized at a rate of 15 Hz in real

time, i.e., during the actual test. Key test parameters such as steam mass

A2-2
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.

flux, pool temperature, steam air-content, etc., were processed on-line during
i the test and displayed in engineering units at the data acquisition station.

This allowed real time manitoring of the key test parameters. At the start
of a typical test the test operator input the required test conditions using
an analog panel display of the test conditions. The actual test conditions;_

set were monitored using the above mentioned real time conitoring capability
of the data acquisition system. After the test parameters were adjusted

'
within specified tolerances the test was initiated.

i

f At the start of the test, a calibration sequence was followed which, starting
from zero volts, input a set of known voltages into the signal conditioning /
amplifier systems (input at the same point as the raw transducer signal).
Based on this sequence the computer automatically obtained the zero offsets

and gains of all the channels and flagged cut any malfunctioning channels.
Af ter completing the calibration sequence test data were recorded for a dura-
tion of about 100 seconds. As explained earlier, the slow response signals
were digitized and input directly to the PDP 11/70, whereas the fast response
channels were recorded on the FM tape recorder. Selected fast response
channels were also digitized in real time from the output side of the tape

'

recorder. On co.mpleting data recording the time plots and mean values of the

key test parameters were produced for the duration of the test. -Time plots
; of the selected fast response channels were also produced to aid in data

|! checking.
.

i

A2.4 DATA REDUCTION
:

As described previously, the e'gnals from the slow response channels were

digitized and input to the PDP 11/70 minicomputer in real time during each
! test. These channels were digitized at a rate of 15 Hz per channel. This

digitization rate was used because the frequency response of all the slow;

f response channels was less than 5 Hz. The data from these slow response
channels, which consisted mainly of pool temperatures and system data, were

! reduced to engineering units and the average' values over the test duration
1

were stored for data plotting and display purposes.
,

i

A2-3
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1 The fast response channels, recordes on the FM analog tape recorder, were
!

! digitized at a convenient time after the test. The digitization rate for

these fast response channels was 10,000 Hz per channel. The fast response
,

data were then reaucad to give pool wall pressure statistics and vent phasing
3

.

(for 3-vent multivent geometries only). The data reduction procedures used
i

for obtaining these are described below.

The pool wall pressure data were reduced te obtain statistics from the peak
! overpressures ' POP), peak underpressures (PUP), and the period between
1
'

chugs (t ). A simple algorithm was developed to detect chugs and obtain
the POP, PUP and the time at which the POP occurred for each chug. From

these, the mean values and standard deviations for POP, PUP and tp (time
interval between successive POPS) were computed.

| In addition to the pool wall pressure amplitude statistics, vent phasing
,

| information was also obtained for the 1/10 and 1/6 scale 3 vent geometries
t

|
(since only a maximum of three vents were completely instrumented in a given

f
multivent geometry, complete information for determination of phasing was
available for the 3 vent geometries only). The phasing information obtained
for a given " pool chug" (identified by an oscillation in the pool wall pres-
sure) in the three vent geometries included:

t

I

The number of vents at which steam bubble collapses occurred, i.e.,a.
the number of vents that chugged.

i
|

b. The times when the individual vents chugged.

|

These data provide statistical information such as the probability of a given'

t

number of vents chugging and the mean delay time between chugs at individual
. vents during a pool chug for a given test condition.

Vant phasing was determined by instrumenting individual vents in the 1/10 scale
and 1/6 scale three vent geometries with a vent static pressure transducer,
coupled conductivity probes, and an accelerometer mounted on the vent near#

|

A2-4
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the vent exit. After examinating a large amount of data the vent static

pressure was found to be the best indicator for the occurrence of a chug at
a vent.

The pool wall pressure, vent static pressure and vent water level traces for

the different types of chugs in the single vent geometry will be discussed
celow to illustrate the interrelationship between these traces and how these
were used to determine phasing in the multivent geometry.

Figure A2-4 shows the wall pressure and vent static pressure traces and the
vent water level trace for a " classical" chug in a single vent geometry. At
the start of the chug the vent is dry and both the pool wall and vent static
pressures decrease. This is caused by the rapid condensation occurring at
the vent exit which both reduces the pressure in the steam bubble and induces

an increased steam flow in the vent which reduces the vent static pressure.
The bubble collapse produces the spike in the wall pressure trace. A rapid
reduction in the condensation rate at the vent exit causes a positive pressure
wave to propagate up the vent which in turn causes the vent static pressure co
increase. As a result both the pool and vent vibrate at their respective
natural frequencies. Due to the impedance mismatch at the steam water inter-

face the vent vibrates at its natural frequency whereas the pool wall pressure
frequency contains components from both the pool and vent (ringout). Instru-

mentation meast ing the vent static pressure showed the minimum preceding the
maximum in the int static pressure to occur at about the same time as the

positive pressure spike in the pool wall.

The second type of chugs observed is illustrated in Figure *.2-5. In these

chugs (" oscillatory" chugs) the pool wall pressure shows periodic pressure
oscillations at the same frequency as the oscillations in the vent static
pressure. Generally, the vent pressure oscillations for the oscillatory type
chugs are smaller in magnitude than those for the classic chugs. Also, for
the oscillatory chug no clear spike is observed in the wall pressure traces.

A2-5
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Other types of chugs observed are combinations of the classic and oscillatory
chugs as shown in Figure A2-6 where an oscillatory chug precedes the classical
chug. In general, all chugs observed could be placed in one of the three cate-
gories described (classical, oscillatory, or a combination of the two). However,

2in a few tests with the highest steam mass flux of 16 lbm/sec-ft and non-zero
,

steam air-content bursts cf periodic pressure oscillations were found to occur
which fit in neither of these three categories.

An examination of a large amount of multivent data showed the chugs occurring \
\at each individual vent in a multivent geometry have similar characteristics

as those in a single vent geometry. That is classical chugs, oscillatory _ <

chugs and their combinations occur at individual vents, except the ones at
16 lb/sec ft and non-zero air-content. Based on these observations, a phasing
algcrithm was developed as described in the follcuing discur,sion.

The occurrence of a " pool" chug was detected by using t5e chug finder on the
wall bottom pressure trace. The times at which pool <. hugs occurred were input
to the phasing algorithm. A time window was then defined around the POP for
the pool chug which was sufficiently wide so as to eaccmpass the duration of
the pressure oscillations for that " pool" chug.

Within the time window for the pool chug, the phasing algorithm scanned the
individual vent static pressures to determine if a positive excursion from
the mean occurred which exceeded an operator-set threshold. If such an excur-

sion was found the algorithm then located the preceding minimum in the vent
static pressure. Next, the water level probes in that vent were checked to
determine if there was any water in the vent. If the water level was below a

preset level (generally 1-in) a classical chug was said to have occurred at
that vent. The time of the pressure minimum was then taken to be the time at
which the chug occurred at that vent.

After the vents that had classical chugs were identified the other vents were
examined for an oscillatory type chug. The vent static pressures and vent
water levels for these vents were examined in a time window of 0.025 seconds
following the time of occurrence of the first chug found in the pool chug.

A2-6
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This 0.025 second window is slightly greater than the period for the vent
.

quarter wave mode (which wac less than 0.020 seconds for the vent lengths
used). In this time window, if a vent was found to be dry and its
static pressure amplitude greater than a second operator-specified threshold,
an oscillatory type chug was presumed to have occurred at that vent. This

second vent static pressure threshold was lower than that used for detecting
classical chugs since the magnitude of the pressure oscillations for the
oscillatory chugs were smaller than those for the classical chugs. The time
of the vent static pressure minimum was taken to be the time of occurrence
of the oscillatory chug.

4

If none of the three vents * were found to have a large positive excursion in
'

the vent static pressure, the phasing algorithm went on to the next pool chug.
This means that phasing was determined only for those pool chugs where a
classical chug or a combination (classical and oscillatory) chug occurred4

at one or more vents.

The two threshold values for the vent static pressure mentioned above were set
by the operator to give the most reliable phasing data for a given test run.
The quality of these thresholds was determined by comparison with visual
phasing determination for the first 20 pool chugs in the test.

The phasing algorithn was run on the first 100 pool chugs detected in the test.
In each pool chug the algorithm determined the number of vents that chugged
and the time of occurrence of these chugs at the individual vents. The
percentages of pool chugs with one, two or all three vents chugging werei

computed from these phasing outputs for individual pool chugs. The mean
time delay (the time between the first and the last vent to chug in a pool
chug) and its standard deviation were also computed. These phasing data were
obtained for the 45 psia wetwell airspace pressure tests only. The vent static
pressure variations at the-lower wetvell airspace pressure were not large

! enough for adequate phasing determination.

* Phasing was determined from the three vent geometries only.

A2-7
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It was recognized from the outset of this test program that determination of
phasing would be difficult. Although the phasing algorithm performed ade-
quately, it was able to determine phasing for about 70 to 80 percent of the
pool chugs.

Besides the pool wall. pressure amplitude statistics and phast'g, other data
reduction involved obtaining condensation rates from drywell prassure data
and FSDs of pool wall pressure traces. The procedure used for obtaining the
condensation rates will be discussed in Section A4.- PSDs were obtained using

standard Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyses.

.2-8
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Table A2-1

INSTRUMENT LIST

Instrument Total Tolerances
Calibration Measurement On Set

Des t gnat or Measured Parameter Instrument Type Accuracy \ccuracy Rise Time Conditions

P1 Steam Supply Pressure Cauge !0.5 psi 21.0 rsi -- --

Pressure and Transducer
P2 Orifice Meter Differential 10.5" H O 10.6" H O

2 2
Differential Pressure
Pressure Transducer

Tl Steam Supply Thermocouple 22*F 24*F
Temperature

F1 Steam Flow Orifice Meter 12% 26% -- 10%

P3 Air Supply Pressure Cauge 0.5 psi 21.9 psi -- --

Pressure and Transducer
T2 Air Supply The rmo:nuple t2*F 14*F -- --

Temperature

F2 Airflow Turbine Meters 15% 210% -- 210%

P4 Drywell Average Pressure Gauge t0.5 psi 23 psi -- --

Pressure and Transducer
P5 Diywell Instan- Pressure 10.5 psi 21 psi <2 msec --

taneous Pressure Transducer

P6 detwell Airspace Pressure Gauge 10.5 psi il psi -- 12 psi
Pressure and Transducer

P7-12 Pool Wall Pressure 10.5 psi :1 pst <50a sec --

Pressure Transducer
P13-15 " Source" Pressure 10.5 psi 21 psi <50u sec --

Pressure Transducer

P16-18 Vent Static Pressure !0.5 psi 21 psi < 50u see --

Pressures Transducer

T3 Drywell Thermocouple 24*F 18*F <10 see --

Temperature

T4 Wetwell Airspace Thermocouple !4*F :10*F <10 see --

Temperature

TS-16 Pool I be rmocoup le 14*F 18'F <1 sec tl5'F
Temperatures

Cl-3 Vent Water Level Coupled Cond. -- !4" <2 msec --

Probes
(24 per vent)

L1 Wetwell Water Differential 11.5" H,0 13" -- 13"
Level Pressure '

Average
Transducer

Al Pool Wall Accelerometer 15% :10% ** --

Acceleration

A2 Basemat Accelerometer 25% t10% ** --

Acceleration

A3-5 Vent Accelerometer Ac cele rome t e r tS% t100 ** --

*See Figure 2-6.
** Frequency response of 5 kHz.

A2-9
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The following Figures are General Electric Company Proprietary
and have been removed from this document in their entirety.

i

A2-4 A Classical Chug in a Single Vent Geometry

A2-5 An oscillatory Chug in a Single Vent Geometry

A2-6 A combination Chug - An oscillatory Chug Preceding a
Classical Chug - in a Single Vent Geometry

i

P

A2-13/14
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A3. TEST CE0METRIES AND TEST MATRIX

The single and multivent geametries tested in Phases 1 and 2 of the Scaled

Multivent Test program will be discussed in this section along with the test
matrices used.

A3.1 TEST GEOMETRIES

The scaled geometries tested in this test program are shown in Tables A3-1
along with the as-built critical dimensions. The two scaling schemes consi-
dered in the beginning of this test program (Reference B8) will be discussed
in Subsection A3.2 and Section A4. Both of these scaling schemes required
that all dimensions in a subscale geometry be scaled by the factor which is
defined as the ratio of the scaled vent diameter to the proptotypical vent
diameter. Table A3-2 shows the dimensions of the Reference Mark II contain-
ment from which the test geometries listed in Table A3-1 were scaled.

Specifically, the vent submergence and clearance were scaled linearly. The
drywell volume was scaled down by the cube of the scale factor an'd the pool
to vent area ratio was preserved at the prototypical value, except for
geometries where it was deliberately varied. Vent lengths were set at approx-
imately 9-ft for all configurations regardless of scale. This length provided
the best match to the requirement for multiple use of several test vessels.
All the test geometries had the drywell mounted on top of the wetwell similar
to the Mark II drywell/wetwell configuration.

The five baseline geomet:ies having 1, 3, 7 and 19 vents at 1/10 scale and
1, 3, and 7 vents at 1/6 scale are shown schematically in Figures A3-1 and
A3-2. The layout of the multiple vents in the wetwell pools was designed

,

to produce the following features:

Constant vent-to-vent spacing for all configurations at a single scale,a.

b. Constant vant-to-wall spacing at same locations on the wall.

c. Constant pool-to-vent area ratios.

43-1
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4

Figures A3-3 and A3-4 show the single and multiple vent layouts at 1/10 and

.. 1/6 scales.
i
,

The type of data comparisons that can be made using the test data from the
various test geometries are given in Table A3-3. Geometries A, K, P and U

provided the baseline 1/10 scale 1, 3, 7 and 19 vent data; geometries J, M
and V the baseline 1/6 scale 1, 3, and 7 vent data. The baseline single vent
data at four subscales - 1/10, 1/6, 1/4 and 5/12 - are provided by geom-

etries A. J, T and S respectively. Geometries R c.nd S gave the effect of
vent length on chugging. Drvwell volume effect on single vent chugging was
obtained in geometries B, C, and D. Geometries L and N provided the effect

!~ - of oversized drywell volume on multivent chugging. The data on the effect of
! pool size and vent location in the pool were obtained in geometries A, B, C,

D,lE, F, G, and H. These data are used to determine the dynamics of tue chug

induced pressure waves in the pool and help in understanding the multivent

l data.

!

A3.2 TEST MATRIX

The test matrices are shown in Table A3-4. As shown in Table A3-1, the type I

test matrix was used for the baseline test geometries. Type II test matrix
was used for the remaining geometries.

P

The test conditions were chosen based on the requirements of the two scaling
schemes (Reference A8) that were postulated - Froude and Mach scaling. These-

two scaling schemes result from choosing different sets of parameters to non-
dimensionalize the system of equations governing the motion of the steam and

,

water during chugging and are discussed further in Section A4.

;
.

j In the Froude scaling scheme the impetus is to preserve the bubble growth and

pool dynamics due to the motion of the steam / water interface in and out of the
7
;

Froude scaling has been used quite successfully in the scaling of pool'vent.

,

,

J

b

'A3-2'
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swell experiments (References A10 and All) . The main requirements that

result from this scaling scheme are:

a. System pressure reduced by S.
b. Steam mass fluxes reduced by S .

c. All dimensions linearly scaled by S.

S is the scale factor defined as the ratio of the scaled vent diameter to the
full scale vent diameter. The main shortcoming with the Froude scaling scheme
is that the thermodynamic parameters affecting condensation cannot be
preserved.

The Mach scaling scheme on the other hand attempts to preserve the condensation
process. The condensation phenomenon is mainly governed by the thermodynamic

properties (such as subcooling, enthalpies, etc.) of both the liquid and vapor
phases. Therefore, the Mach scaling schame preserves these thermodynamic

| parameters between scales. The main requirements of this sccling scheme are:

a. Prototypical system pressures.

b. Prototypical steam mass fluxes,

c. Prototypical pool temperatures.

d. All dimensions scaled linearly by S.

The test matrices chosen reflect the requirements of the two scaling schemes
with tests at reduced wetwell airspace pressure corresponding to Froude S . ting,
and those at prototypical wetwell airspace pressure (45 psia) corresponding to
Mac:. scaling. Several tests were added at atmospheric wetwell airspace pressure
to bridge the gap between the Froude scaled and Mach scaled test conditions.

The important point here is that no single scaling scheme will satisfy all
aspects of the chugging phenomenon. Therefore, the test matrices chosen were
made sufficiently broad so as to cover a wide range of test conditions. This
feature combined with the single vent tests performed over a wide range of
scales in the Scaled Multivent Test Program has provided sufficient data to
evaluate the effects of scale on the chugging phenomenon and demonstrate the
applicability of the subscale multivent effects to full-scale.

A3-3
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Table 3-1

$ cal.lis MUI.TIVLril IEST PKtx;RM1

TEST CEMtElklLS

IW1 To

tent Number Vent Wtwell Orywell Vent Vent Vent Ver t Test

Genenet r y t.cometry l'iameter of 1.e n g t h Diameter Volume Clear, .cc Submergence Offset Are Ltrix

code Number (in.) Scale Vent.s (tt) (in.) (ft3) (fu.) _ (an.) (in.) Ratio Type *

A i 2.32 t/lu ! 9.47 10.02 2.5 14 14 0 18.6 I

B 2 2. 12 1/10 1 9.47 17.25 2.5 14 14 0 55.3 II ,

1

C 3 2. 12 1/10 1 9.47 17.25 7.3 14 14 0 55.3 Il

1) 4 2.32 1/10 1 9.47 17.25 12 14 14 3 55.3 II

L 5 2. 12 1/10 1 9.47 17.25 2.5 14 14 4 55.3 Tl

F 6 2. 12 1/10 1 9.47 29.25 2.5 14 14 0 159 11

h
C 7 2. 12 1/10 1 9.47 29..S 2.5 14 14 h !$9 II

8
11 8 2.32 1/10 1 9.47 29.25 2.5 14 14 10 159 11 e

N

I 9 3.83 1/b 1 M 72 17.25 11 21 23 0 20.3 i d
O
o

W K 10 2.32 1/10 3 9.47 17.25 7.3 14 14 0 18.4 1n/

1

I. 11 2. 12 1/10 3 9.47 17.25 32 14 14 0 18.4 112:-

M 12 3.81 1/6 3 8.72 29.25 33 23 23 0 19.5 I

N 13 3.83 1/3 3 8.72 29.25 93 23 23 0 19.5 I
y

r 14 2.32 1/10 7 9.47 27.25 17.1 14 14 0 19.6 I

R 15 10.02 S/12 1 17 44 190 60 60 0 19.3 I

S 16 10.02 5/12 1 9.7 44 195 60 00 0 19.3 I

T 17 6.06 1/4 1 9.0 27,25 41.5 36 36 0 20.2 1

H 18 2. 32 1/10 19 9.5 44 46.5 14 14 0 18.9 I

V 19 3.83 1/6 7 8.7 44 77 23 23 0 18.9 I

aSee Sectton 3.2

.
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Table A3-2

PROTOTYPICAL MARK II CONTAINMENT GEOMETRY PARAMETERS

Pa*ameter Reference Dimension

Vent Diameter 24 in.

Vent Length 42 ft

Drywell Volume 2655 ft / vent
Vent Clearance 12 ft

Vent Submergence 12 ft

Pool to Vent Area Ratio 19.5

I

A3-5
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Table A3-3

SV/MV DATA COMPARISONS

Ceometries* Purpose

A,K,P,U Baseline 1/10 scale single vent /multivent data

J,M,V Baseline 1/6 scale single vent /multivent data

A,J,T,S Single vent data at four scales

R, S Effect of vent length

B,C,D Effect of drywell volume on single vent chugging (larger
drywell volumes used correspond to those used in MV tests)

L, N Effect of oversized drywell volume on multivent chugging

A,B,F Effects of pool size (centered vent)

d, E Effect of vent location in 18-in pool

F. G, H dffect of vent location in 30-in pool

A,E,H Effect of pool size with vent located at the same distance
(5-in) from the 0 circumferential wall location

B, G Effect of pool size with the vent located at the same distance

(9-iri) from the 0* circumferential wall location @
*See Table A3.1.

.
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Table A3-4a

TYPE I TEST MATRIX
GEOMETRIES * 1, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19*

Pressure (psia) Froude Scaled 14.7 45

Steam Mass Flux 0.1, 0.2 0.1, 0.5, 0.2, 1, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 1, 4, 10**,
(lbm/sec-ft2) 0.5, 1, 2 2 4 8, 10**, 16*** 16***

Air Content (%) 0 0.1, 0.2, 0 0 0.1, 0.2,
0.5 0.5

Temperature (*F) 90, 130 90 90, 130 90, 130, 130
160,200

Number of Tests 100 90 60 244 93

Total Number of Type 1 Tests: 587
i
Froude scaled pressure is obtained by multiplying the full-scale pressure
(45 psia) by the scale factor.

*See Table A3-1 for description of test geometries.
** Steam mass flux of 10 lbm/sec-ft2 for Geometries 12, 16, 17, 18, 19.

*** Steam mass flux of 16 lbm/sec-ft2 for Geometries 1, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17.

Table 3-4b '

TYPE II TEST MATRIX
GEOMETRIES 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, /, 8, 11, 13*

Wetwell Airspace
.

Pressure (psia) Froude Scaled' 45

Steam Mass Flux 0.2, 0.5, 1 .0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
(lbm/sec-ft2)

Air Content (%) 0 0

Temperature (*F) 90, 130 130, 160

Number of Tests 6 12

Total Number of Type II Tests: 162

Froude scaled pressure is obtained by multiplying the full-scale pressure
(45 psia) by the scale factor.

*See Table A3-1 tor description of test geometries.
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A4. SINGLE VENT CHUGGING

Four subscale (1/10, 1/6, 1/4 and 5/12 scale) single vent geometries were
tested in the Scaled Multivent Test Program. The objectives of these single
vent tests were as follows:

. Obtain baseline single vent chugging data at 1/10 and 1/6 scale for *

comparison against the multivent data at these scales.

b. Obtain the effect of scale on single vent chugging so as to allow
assessment of the applicability of subscale data trends to full-scale.

Obtain the effect of system conditions (steam mass flux, steam air-c.

content, pool temperature) on chugging to allow understanding of full-
scale blowdown test data.

A4.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

Although the general characteristics of the chugging phenomena have been
described in reports (References A7, A12'and A13), a review of these
characterist- 4L this time will be useful to the discussions of scaling

, considerations presented in Subsection A4.2. Briefly,'a single vent geometry
|
t consists of the following elements (see Figure A4-1):
I

[ a. A steam space, generally referred to as the drywell, to which saturated
steam (or a steam / water mixture) is supplied at a prescribed rate.

b. A pipe, generally referred to as the vent or downcomer, connected to
the drywell at one end and the other end submerged in a pool of cold,

water.

;

! A vessel, generally referred to.as the wetwell, partially filled withc.
'

cold water (the pool into which the vent is submerged) and with the
remaining volume filled with air (the wetwell airspace).

A4-1
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In the single vent configuration representative of a single cell in eb multi-
vent Mark II suppression pool geometry, the drywell is mounted directly over
the wetwell and the vent is a straight constant diameter pipe.

Chugging occurs in this system when the condensat'.on rate at the vent exit
exceeds the rate at which steam is supplied to the drywell. Figure A4-2 shows

the pool bottom, vent static, and drywell pressure traces along with the water
level traces during chugging in the 1/6 scale single vent geometry.

A typical chugging cycle occurs when at some point in the c/cle the water exits
the vent and the steam / water interface exits the vent (Point A in Figure A4-2)
and forms a steam " bubble" at the vent exit in the pool. The steam / water inter.

face is quickly cooled by turbalent convection in the pool and rapid condensa-
tion is triggered (Point B--Figure A4-2). The rapid condensation reduces the

pressure in the steam bobble which results in a drop in the pool bottom wall
pressure. The rapid condenration also causes a flow of steam from the drvwell
into the cond-nsing region causing the vent static pressure to fall. Since the
rate of condensation is larger than the rate at which steam is supplied to the
drywell, the pressure in the drywell also decreas, s.

The steam bubble at the vent exit collapses producing a pressure spike in the

pool (Point C--Figure A4-2) which excites the pool acoustic models (pool ring-

out). A rapid reduction in the condensation rate at the vent exit occurs as the
steam /wsr.er interface area is reduced substantially due to bubble collapse.
Pressure oscillations are produced in the vect as a response to the reduced-
condensation, thus resulsing in reduced vent flow. These vent pressure oscil-
lations (vent ringout) are transmitted into the pool via the steam / water incer-
face. Therefore, the pressure oscillations measured at the pool wall are a
composite of pool and vent ringouts.

Also in response to the drastically reduced condensatlan rate at the vent
exit the drywell stops depressurizing. However, at this point the drywell
pressure has dropped below the hydrostatic pressure at the vent exit ond so
water from the pool is drawn up into the vent (Point D--Figure A4-2). The

A4-2
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d;ywell starts to pressurize because of steam flow from the steem supply into |
the dryvell and the near-zero condensation rate.

,.

The rising drywell pressure decelerates and stops the rising of the water column
(Point E--Figure A4-2) and then accelerates it out of the vent. Some conden-
sation generally occurs as the water is discharged from the vent (Point F--

Figure A4-2) and cold water is exposed to the ateam, possibly due to deposition
of a water rilm on the vent and/or motion-induced turbulence. Eventually, the
rising drywell pressure expels the water from the vent (Point G--Figure A4-2)

;

and the steam / water interface moves into the pool end the cycle repeats itself.

Figure A4-2 shows that each chug cycle varies from chug to chug. For example,
in the chug starting at 18.4 seconds the drywell depressurization, the water
entry height into the vent and the cycle period is considerably smaller than the
preceding chug cycle discussed above. Since the magnitude of the drywell depres-
surization is directly related to the condensation process, it follows that the
entire chug cycle is governed b3 the condensation process.

The overall chug cycle having described it is now appropriate to focus on the
processes occurring while the steam / water interf ace is in the pool, because
these processes control the overall characteristics of the chug cycle. Early
in the Scaled Multivent Test Program, the 1/16 scale (vent id 1.5-in) single
vent tests (CONMAP tests [heference A14]) were performed to gain insight into
the condensation processes occurring at the vent exit. In thia part of the
test program the wetwell was fabriceted from a Pyrex glass pipe which enabled
filming of the chugging on high speed movies.

The high speed movies were synchronized with high speed visicorder traces of
the drywell, wetwell airspace, vent static and pool bottom center pressures.
Coupling the movies with these high speed visi: order traces have provided
valuable insights on the sequence of events occurring at the vent exit, i.e.,

the bubble formation and collapse processes that are primarily responsible for
the pressure oscillations caused by a chug in the pool.

A4-3
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One imxediate observation made from these movies was that ec:h chug event

differed from the others, i.e., the size and shape of the bubble formed at

the vent exit and the detailed collapse characteristic were different in each

chug. Some chugs had a substantial steam bubble f ormed at the vent exit,
and usually the collapse of these bubbles produced needle-like pressure spikes
in the pool. In other chugs the steam / water interface barely exited at the
vent, and af ter a few oscillations near the vent exit the interface went back

into the vent. Such condensation events generally produced sinusoidal oscil-

lacians in the pool and lacked the needle tke spike and the subsequential high
frequency pool response.

Although details of the condensation process at the vent exit varied from chug
to chug, some overall characteristics were common for most chugs. These charac-
teristics were most clear 1/ observed in the chugs which had a distinct bubble
collapse (which also cause high amplitude pressure oscillations in the pool).

Figure 4-; shows the visicorder tracts for one of the chugs where a distinct
bubble collapse occurred. This chug had a steam mass flux of 2 lbm/sec-f t 07,

steam air-content, and 100*F pool temperature. At the bottom of the figure
is a line with a set of symbols corresponding to the key items noticed on the
film. A frame by frame sequence of the same event is presented in Figure A4-4.
The history starts where the bubble has almost reached its maximum size and ends i

after the water has entered the vent pipe. The other components of the entire

chugging cycle including the penetration of water into the vent pipe, expulsion
and growth of the bubble are not shown in Figure A4-3.

The chronological sequence of events represented in Figures A4-3 and A4-4 is
described in the following paragraphs.

At 0.0 seconds * the bubble is growing, raising the level of the pool and com-
pressing the air in the wetwell. The drywell pressure is dropping slowly, partly
as a result of the expansion of the bubble and partly because of condensation
(probably both in the vent and on the bubble walls). The piessure in the vent
pipe is dropping slowly, following the drywell pressure. The bubbl.e surface

*The time scale has an arbitrary zero.

A4-4
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appears shiny and smooth, although it is composed of a series of lobes rather
than being a distinct sphere. The maximum bubble size is estimated from the''

! movie to occur at 0.006 seconds. This corresponds with the maximum pressure
t

i in the wetwell. "

I
' During the bubble formation phase, the steam water interface is at saturation
! temperature (hence near zero condensation rate). The bubble is probably sur-

rounded by a " blanket" of hot water which was heated while the water was in
:
f the vent. This blanket of hot water is convected away due to pool turbulence.

] This cools the steam water interface and triggers the rapid condensation.
|
1

! In the next frame, at 0.008 sec.tds, there is the first appearance of a dark
j haze indicating the start of the rapid condensation on the bubbl, surface.

We interpret this as the onset of an interfacial instability associated with
j extremely rapid condensation, probably limited by Mach Number or molecular
' kinetic effects rather than by the usual " heat transfer coetficient". At this

time the pressures on the pool bottom and in the vent pipe starts to drop.
i

; As the darkening of the bubble proceeds from 0.008 to 0.012 seconds, the vent
and the pool bottom continue to depressurize. The pressure drop in the pool,

is indicative of a pressure decrease in the bubble as the rate of condensation
I builds up. Although this is not too evident in Figure A4-3, in general the

pressure decline in the vent pipe lags the pool response by a millisecond or so,,

indicative of the time taken for acoustic waves to travel up the vent pipe.
| Except when rapid changes are occurring, the difference between the vent pipe

pressure and t te drywell pressure prrvides a measure of the flow rate from the
drywell. The drywell pressure respon M to the integral of this flow rate and
there is an increasing downward slope to the drywell pressure trace as the vent
depressurizes.

,

!

) e

{ At about 0.013 seconds the vent pressure maintains a nearly constant value,
| slightly leading the corresponding constant rate of depressurization in the

drywell. A quasi-steady flo*r has been set up, limited perhaps by the gas *

i dynamics of the vent. The momentum of the stean flowing downwards in the vent

i

|

<
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is transferred to the water in the pool via condensation at the steam / water
interface. This induces a downward flow of water past the interface in the

pool. This downward flow of water in the pool has been clearly observed in

!, these and other movies of c. hugging and is partly responsible for the mixing
and turbulence set up in the pool.

1

The bubble internal pressure should also have stabilized to some value on the
order of a few psi below the psol pressure. This leads to collapse of the
bubble, which is still attached to the vent. Thus, from 0.013 seconds to
0.018 seconds the pressure rises at the transducer located at the pool bottom
as would be expected theoretically for bubble collapse under a constant applied
overall pressure difference. During this period of time the wetwell depres-;

! surizes as the air expands to fill the volume given up by the collapsing bubble.
!

At about 0.017 seconds the film shows the onset of " pinching" of the side of
the attached bubble. The exact reason for this pinching has not yet been
established. However, it probably occurs due to downward motion of the water

,

| in the pool induced by the condensation. This downward flow of water (and of
;

course steam) imparts a downward motion to the collapsing bubble. Therefore,;

| the bubble tends to separate from the vent, and a necessary prerequisite to
complete separation is the formation of a neck that collapses more rapidly
than the main body of the bubble. This pinching does not always occur, however,,

as some bubbles collapse back into tb vent without releasing any large pressure
1

; pulse.
l

i
The formation of a neck (usually, but not always, near the vent) restricts
the flow of steam to the collapsing bubble. Therefore, the pressure inside

the bubble drops, as manifested by a declining pressure at the bottom of the'

pool from 0.018 seconds ts 0.022 seconds when the bubble appears to be com-

pletely detached. The flow from the vent may or may not be influenced by the

development of the bubble detachme,e, depending on how much steam is condensing
,

above or below the neck. If the neck is near the vent exit (as it eften is)
the effect is to reduce the effective flow area and restrict the flow rate.

r

,

i A4-6
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This is believed to be the reason for th ' small step in vent pressure that occurs
at about 0.022 seconds. The area restric ion may be sudden and acute enough to
actually induce a small shock wave that pr ipagates up the vent against the steaa
flow. This is thy the step in vent pressure is delayed two ".a four milliseconds
behind the small peak in the pool trace.

As the bubble detaches, it begins to rapidly collapse (under an increased
driving pressure dif ference) and it appears that the wetwell depres.urization
rate is enhanced (as shown in Figure 3 at 10.2 seconds).

tt 0.023 seconds a sharp spike occurs in the pool trace. This is almost the
time ~at which complete bubble collapse appears on the film. This collapse is
evidenced by the large cloudy " bubble" being replaced by a small dispersed
collection of small bubbles, presumably containing noncondensible gas. The

overall " size" of this collection of small bubbles is minimum at " collapse"
and may increase slightly later as the pressure drops. The pool also becomes
much brighter as micro-bubbles in s.spension are compressed, condensed, and
dissolved.

The sequence of sharp spikes spaced about one millisecond apart on the pool
trace is believed to be due to wave propagation in the water in the pool, i.e.,

the pool ringout.

At 0.023 seconds the water is observed to be drawn up inside the vent pipe
and the steam-water interface disappears from view. This event usual.'.y happens
about two milliseconds after bubble collapse, but sometimes occurs earlier or
as much cs 13 nilliseconds later.

There is a sharp rise in vent pressure at 0.025 seconds that continues until
0.028 seconds. This sharp rise in the vent pressure signals the end of the
rapid condensation as the steam / water interface is now in the vent. The

pressure rise is caused by the sudden reduction in the rate of steam flow in
the vent resulting f rom the " turning-off" of the rapid condensation. This

situation is akin to that which occurs in pipe lines where the flow is suddenly
stopped by che sudden closure of a valve and a compression wave is generated

A4-7
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which propagates upstream of the valve bringing the flow in the pipe to a
stop.

Subsequent to the sharp rise in the vent static pressure there is a distinct'

change in slope of the drywell depressuriration. This supports the idei af a
compression wave originating at the steam / water interface (due to end of the
rapid condensation) that passes the transducer in the vent and one to two

;

milliseconds later reaches .;he drywell, immediately changing the flow rate

| out of the drywell. There is even a suggestion of temporary backflow into the
drywell in some traces.

Following these events the vent " ring-out" occurs, where oscillations of
decaying amplitude occur in the vent as the vent pressure equilibrates with.

the drywell pressure. These pressure oscillations are transmitted into the
,

'l pool and are evident in the pool bottom pressure trace. Note that the phase
difference observed between the vent static pressure and pool bottom pressure

! in this vent ringout phase is due to the differences in the propagation times
of the signal to the vent static pressure transducer location in the vent and
the pool bottom center tr2nsducer location

Figure A4-5 shows the drywell, vent static and pool bottom center pressures

! for a chug spike that occurred in Run 15 of the 4TCO Mark II prototypical full-
I scale single vent tests. All the features associated with the condensation

induced bubble collapse and pressure responses of the pool, vent and drywell
discussed above are present and remarkably similar in these full-scale data.

I

| Considering the general features discussed above, the processas that occur at
! or near the vent exit were found to be present (altheagh blurred at times) for
!

| all chugs that exhibit a spikey pool wall pressure trace.
I-
! In addition to the spikey chugs which generally produce the large pool wall*

pressure oscillations, the other general category of chugs observed was theI

f oscillatory-type chugs. Figure A4-6 shows the drywell, vent static and pool

!
.

|
t
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bottom center pressures and vent water level for a typical oscillatory type
chug observed in the 1/6-scale single vent geometry.

In such a chug condensation is triggered slmost immediately af ter the steam /
j water interface exits the vent. As a resalt a significant bubble is not

formed at the vent exit. The condensation at the vent exit causes a flow in4

the vent and its pressuce drops. The drywell depressurizes as flow is drawn
out of it. However, the condensation rate is small enough that it does not

: dominate, but instead couples with the vent dynamics. The result is the inter-
face and vent pressure oscillate at the coupled frequency of the system (gen-
erally close to the vent first harmonic). Finally, when the water around the

interf_ e is heated the condensation rate goes to near zero and water is

drawn into the vent. However, because of a low conda .altion rate the drywell
pressure is not much below the hydrostatic pressure at the vent exit. and the
water does not go up in the vent very far before it is quickly expelled out
again.

Figure A4-7 shows an oscillatory type chug observed in the 4TCO chug full-scale
single vent tests. Again, the chug exhibits all the features shown in the sub-
scale data,

Based on the preceding discussions, all the elements that constitute the chug-i

ging phenomenon are shown in Figure A4-8. This figure shows that all the

elements are interrelated and although condensation is the key element that
" drives" all the other elements, they provide feedback that affects the conden-

i sation. For example, the water motion in and out of the vent is driven mainly
by the condensation (both at vent exit and in the vent) induced drywell pressure
oscillations. However, it is the motion of water in and out of the vent that
is partially responsible for the turbulence in the pool and the bubble formation
process, both of them influencing the condensation process. Similarly, the

! vent flow is driven by the condensation, but in turn influences the condensation
rate if the vent chokes or, as in case of the oscillatory chug, where the
condensation couples with the vent dynamics. Additional complexity is added

1

!

A4-9
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by the stochastic element injected by the turbulence ia the pool that triggers

condensation both at the vent exit and when the water is in the vent.

In summary, chugging is a rather complex phenomenon with many interacting
elements. The phenomena is driven by condensation which in turn is affected
by the response of the other elements. The current state of the art is such

that very little is known about the detailed physics of condensation.

Therefore, a complete first principles typu analysis is not possible at the

present time. However, as discussed in this and the following section, suf-

ficient understanding of chugging has been gained from the available experi-
mental data to allow analysis of the aspects of chugging that are relevant to

the Mark II Chugging Loads Definition effort.

A4.2 SCALING CONSIDERATIONS

In the Scaled Multivent Test Program the teste for multivent ef fects were

performed at 1/6 and 1/10 scale. Therefore, the main issue to be addressed
in terms of ef fects of scale was to determine if the multivent ef fects observed
at these subscales would also occur at full-scale.

When the Scaled Multivent Test Program was initiated scaling schemes were

developed based on existing analytical models for chugging (References A15
and A16]. The models consisted of a set of equations describing the dynamics
of the drywell, vent, pool and wetwell airspace. In both these analyses,

simple ad hoc models were used to describe the condensation process occurring
at the vent exit. Note, since then several other investigators have developed
models for chugging [Refereaces A17, A18 and A19] which, except for minor
details, have essentially the same set of governing equations.

The approach used in developing scaling schemes required the selection of
appropriate reference parameters to non-dimensionalize the governing equations.
Based on the choice of these reference parameters, dimensionless groupings were
obtained that needed to be preserved in the subscale tests. Recognizing the

A4-10
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lack of knowledge on the physics governing the condensation processes and that
the chugging phenomenon involved interactions of several complex processes
helped establish the understanding that it wauld not be possible to derive
a single scaling scheme that satisfied all aspects of the phenomenon. There-
fore, two scaling schemes were selected with each one attempting to preserve a
particular portion of the phenomenon.

In the Froude scaling scheme, the objective was to preserve the bubble. forma-
tion process at the vent exit and the effect of gravity on the water motion in
and out of the vent. In this Eroude scaling scheme the following choice of
reference parameters were chosen:

!
velocity V iggh , where g is the gravitational constant j

=

langth L D where D is the vent diameter=
y ;

Lx/Ux = YD /gtime t '=

density p p, ,,,=

Using these reference parameters scaling requirements for the subscale tests

were developed on the basis of preserving the various dimensionlesa groupings
appearing in the non-dimensional governing equations. These scaling require-
ments for the Froude scaling scheme are listed in Table A4-1. As shown by
the information given in this table, the important implications of Froude
scaling are that the dimensions of the subscale geometries be linearly scaled
and that the scaled tests be conducted at reduced pressure and mass flux.
Although Froude scaling attempts to preserve the initial bubble formation at
the vent exit and properly model the effects of gravity, it makes several
compromises that effect pool response and condensation. Neither is it

possible to satisfy the requirement on pool sonic velocity. Therefore, the
pool response is considerably distorted in this scaling scheme. Also, this
scheme requires that subcooling be scaled. This would result in pool
temperatures at smaller scales that were very close to saturation temperature.
This large distortion of pool subcooling affects the condensation process.

1

|
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Nonetheless, due to the uncertainties involved at the time in the understanding

of the relative importance of the various processes involved in chuZ3 ng the1

decision was mada to include Froude scaled tests in the test progtas.

The second scaling scheme used was the Mach scaling scheme. This scheme was

based on the recognition that the condensation was the key process in chugging.

The condensation phenomenon is mainly governed by the thermodynamic properties

(such as subcooling, enthalpies, etc.) of both liquid and vapo; phases.
Further, during subscale tests at 1/10, 1/6 and 1/4 scales [ Reference A7] the
gross chug behavior (such as the period between chugs) was the same at all
scales for a given steam mass flux (mass flow per unit vent area) into the

drywell if the thermodynamic properties were kept constant from scale to
scale. Further the flow in the vent was observed to be choked or reach a
constant value of the Mach number during the rapid condensation at the vent
exit. Therefore, a Mach scaling (although Mach is not the most appropriate

name for this scaling approach) scheme was proposed which preserved the
|
' thermodynamic properties, the steam mass flux and the vent Mach number

between scales. In Mach scaling the choice of reference parameters are:

a - steam acoustic velocityU =

D, - vent diameterL =

D /aL /U .| t ==

X X X v
I

D " steam
"

x

|
| The effect that this choice of reference parameters has on the scale-model

parameters is also shown in Table A4-1. Note that all dimensions are
reduced by the scale factor, time is reduced by the scale factor, and the
system overpressure and thermodynamic conditions are held at full-scale.
This means that the scaled test would be conducted under prototype test

conditions, but at scaled dimensions. Note that this scaling approach does
not preserve the pool Freude number nor does it properly model the gravita-
tional effects. However, the main advantage of this scheme is that it

| A4-12
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preserves the thermodynamic properties controlling the condensation process
and the gross chug characteristics which are controlled by the condensation.
It also preserves the pool response to the impulse produced by the steam:

bubble collapse at the vent exit.

Because of the complex nature of the chugging phenomenon, neither scaling
scheme will h able to satisfy all aspects of the phenomenon. Therefore,a

.

single vent tests at four subscales were performed in the Scaled Multivent
4 Test Program over a wide range of conditions (both Froude and Mach scaled
'

condition plus some teets at atmospheric wetwell airspace pressure). The
data from these tests have been txavined in terms of scale effects and 25,

,

applicability to full-scale will be discussed later.

.

| A4.3 ASSESSING THE APPLICABILIfY OF SUBSCALE DATA TO FULL-SCALE DATA

As discussed previously a large body of single vent data has been generated
over a wide range of test conditions. The question that must be answered now is

under which test conditions do the subscale single vent data exhibit chugging;

! characteristics similar to those observed at full-scale. After these test
conditions have been identified, the multivent effects observed under these
test conditions are expected to also occur at full-s sle.

!

Based on the discussion of the various processes involved in chugging in
Subsection 4.1, condensation is clearly the dominant process. Therefore,
the first criterion used to assess similarity between data at various scales
(including full-scale) will be that similar condensation rates occur during
rapid condensation at the vent exit.

!

1

The other criterion used to assess similarity between scales will be that
similar pool wall characteristics in terms of pool acoustic modes are excited,

[ 1.e., pool ringout. The pool wall pressure characteristics reflect the
dynamics of the bubble collapse, i.e., the chug " source". The current Mark II
generic methodology [ Reference A20] involves deriving the chug " source" from

.

; A4-13
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the pool wall pressures in a single vent geometry. Therefore, by examining
the f requency content of the chug pool wall pressure characteristics the

,

! frequency content of the bubble collapse impulse can be deduced.
!
i

! A4.3.1 Comparison of Condensation Rates at Various Scales
1

f First, the condansation rate at varioas scales will be examined. The conden-

f sation rate can be most easily determined by examining the drywell pressure
,

i fluctuations. As discussed in Subsection 4.1, the drywell acts as a
4

| capacitance and the rate of pressurization or depressurization can be used

| to determine the flows in or out of it. From mass conservation for the -

; drywell,
I

\
i

d (p V )
DD ^~* *

| de "D~ C
"

!

!

| where

i,

; p *"*' 7 ' ****" " * #7"*"

D
!

v lume f the drywellV =

D

steam mass flow rate into the drywell
i m =

steam mass flow rate out of the dryvell=m; C
;
;

| The drywell presrure p #" *"* EI #D ^#* #* ** ** '"*
D

|

,6

(A4-2)" "" *" ~ PP#DD DO D0
.

I are the time averaged drywell pressure and density and k iswhere p and
D0 DO

the polytropic exponent. Combining Equations A4-1 and A4-2 and rearranging
,

i te rms ,

4

I dp
D DO (1-k)/k d ~* *

~= m ~m
c D 1/k D dt

kP
i D0

i

! A4-14
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.

Equation A4-3 in terms of steam mass fluxes is

i

0 dP
P (1-k)/kD DO D* *

"c,, b~ KAP (A4-4)"

1/k D de
v DO

where

E'' = steam mass flux out of drywell
'

c

E steam mass flux into the drywell=

D

g = vent cross sectional area

! During the time that the rapid condensation occurs at the vent exit, E" is
C

essentially the steam mass flux condensed.

Drywell pressure traces from selected single vent tests at the four scales
were first filtered to remove noise and smooth out pressure oscillations :

caused by the unsteady vent flow dynamics. The slope of the drywell pre 9sure,
i.e., dp were ca cu a ed witMn a time wMow that adequately covered theD

auration of condensation at the vent exit. The steam mass flux E" out of thec
drywell was calculated using Equation A4-4. The duration of the rapid con-

COND, was taken as the duration over which $">2 lbm/sec-f tdensation T .

Figure 4-9 illustrates the above procedure.

Figure A4-9a shows the res drywell pressure tracar during the rapid condensa-
tion at the vent exit for a chug in the 1/6 scale single vent geor.etry.* The
raw trace has a small amount of random noise superimposed on it as well as
legitimate pressure oscillations following the depressurization. These pressure

,

oscillations are due to the vent ringout - the unsteady flow dynamics in'the
vent as discussed earlier in Subsection 4.1.

* Test CJ3630A; 4 lbm/sec-ft2 steam mass flux, 0% steam air-content,.130*F pool
temperature, and 45 psia wetwell airspace pressure.

t
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A two step digital filtering process is used where a 200 Hz low pass filter
;

was used to first remove the random noise from the pressure trace as shown in
i

Figu6e A4-9b. Second, a low pass filter was used with a cutoff frequency

a appropriate for smoothing the unsteady component produced by the vent. The

resulting smoothed drywell pressure is shown in Figurt A4-9c. The slope,.

i.e., dp , was then computed (Figure 4-9d) from which the condensation mass
D

flux, $", was calculated using Equation A4-4. The resulting variation of E as
C u

a function of time is shown in Fi ure A4-9e. Figure A4-9e shows that befored

the rapid condensation started, E" has a value below lbm/sec-ft (dotted
line in Figure A4-9e), probably due to some small amount of condensation
occurring in the vent as well as the physical displacement of the water

column in the vent. As rapid condensation starts at the vent exit m" rises
c,

upidly reaening around lbm/sec-ft" at the peak of the condensation process.

Then, E" starts to decrease rapidly as the rapid condensation process at the
c ,,

vent exit comes to a halt and m" drops bel w lbm/sec-ft'.;

|

!

These quantities are recorded from the computed $" the duration of the rapid
4 C 9
l condensation TCOND (w en " is greater . nan 2 lbm/sec-ft"), the peak value*.

m" , and the average value E" over the interval T These quantities were
COND.

obtain for as many as 100 chugs from each test analyzed (some tests had less'

than 100 chugs occur in the period that data were recorded). Then, average
values and standard deviations were computed for each of these quantities.

!

Figure 4-10 shews the average condensation steam mass flux during rapid con-

densation at the vent exit at various subscales and full-scale (4TCO data)
for various test conditions. This figure also shows that the condensation mass
flux is maintained reasonably constant between various scales for the Mach
scaled test conditions. Therefore, maintaining full-scale test conditions does>

appear to preserve the condensation rates at the vent exit.

*The peak value of E" is obtained using the 200 Hz low pass filtered drywell
trace to obtain as realistic a value as possible.

!
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On the other hand, the condensation steam mass flux decreases with increasing
scale for the Froude scaled test conditions. Further, the decrease in the
condensation mass flux does not follow the S .5 as would be expected Lased1

on the Froude scaling scheme.

As discussed in Subsection 4.1, the condensation at the vent exit is the most
important process in the chugging cycJ e and governs the gross chug behavior.
Therefore, it was concluded on the basis of the discussion that since the
subscale certs at Mach scaled conditions preserve the condensation rate at the

; vent exit the data from these'are representative of the gross chug behavior
at full-scale. Similarly, it was concluded that test data at Froude scaled

conditions are not representative of the gross chug behavior at full-scale.

i A4.3.2 Comparicon of Pool Response Characteristics at Various Scales
i.

The pool wall pressure characteristics of the subscale data are compared with
those observed in the Mark II prototypical 4TCO full-scale single vent tests
(Reference A5]. Figure A4-ll shows the largest chugs observed in the 4TCO
tests and their corresponding PSDs are shown in Figure A4-12. These large
chugs were sel'cted from the 4TCO tests because *.hese chugs are the

bounding 4TCO chugs and will play a central role in the development of the
t Mark II Chugging Load Definition.

The time traces shown in Figure A4-ll are the response of the pool to the chug
forcing function (the steam bubble collapse and the vent pressure oscillations).

"

The vent pressure oscillations occur at the vent harmonic frequencies and can
be identified by examining the PSDs of the pressure traces shown in Fig-
ure A4-12. The lowest vent frequency corresponds to a 1/4 standing wave in
the veut (between 5 and 10 Hz for the 4TCO vent). The highest vent harmonic
frequency observed usually corresponds to the 3/4 standing wave (between 15
and 30 Hz). The intermediate 1/2 wave frequency was also observed in some
chugs.

.
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I The forcing function for the steam bubble collapse is impulsive in nature
(for example that expected from Rayleigh bubble collapse type calculations)'

and can be approximated by a triangular impulse [ Reference ?.20]. The width
I
; of this triangular impulse, i.e., the frequency content, is related to the

I bubble cellapse time. This impulsive forcing function excites the pool

i acoustic modes.
4

; With proper models of the pool the pressure traces at the pool wall can be used'
! to backout the impulsive forcing function due to the bubble collapse and *.he'

sinusoidal forcing function for the vent components [ Reference A20). As
previously discussed. PSDs of the vent pressure show that in the 4TCO tests

!

i che pressure oscillations in the vent steam space do not have any sig-
1

| nificant power at frequencies 2. )ve that for a 3/4 standing wave in the vent

! (above 30 Hz). Therefore, the higher frequencies observed in the PSDs of

| the pool wall pressure traces (Figure A4-12) are the pool modes excited by

.

the impulsive forcing function due to the steam bubble collapse. Based on the'

PSDs shown in Figure A4-12, the conclusion can be made that on impulsive

forcing function must have an impulse width small enough for the impulsive
forcing function to have a significant frequency content of at least a 100 Hz'

to be capable of exciting any dominant pool models that occur in that fre-
quency range (usually the axial pool modes).

4

In the subscale geometries the pool dimensions are reduced linearly by the

scale factor (see Subsection 4.2). Therefore, the frequencies of the pool

modes go up in inverse proportion to the scale factor. This implies that to
preserve the modal response of the pool observed at full-scale, the frequency
content of the impulsive forcing function caused by the bubble collapse must

also extend to the inverse of the scale faccar.

Figure A4-13 shows the pool bottom wall pressure trace and the corresponding
PSD for a chug in the 1/10-scale single vent geometry at Mach scaled test
conditions. The vent length for this geometry was 9.5-ft (see Table A3-1).

i Therefore, the frequency of the lowest vent harmonic is 40 Hz and the vent

A4-18
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third harmonic is around 120 Hz. Hence, the frequencies above an approximate
120 Hz are due to pool response to the bubble collapse impulae; the first
mode of the pool appears around 300 Hz. Note, by the plot of the cumulative

power (dottet line on the PSD plot) most of the power lies below a 1000 Hz.
This is precisely the pool response that would be expected in the 1/10-scale
geometry based on the response of the full-scale pool discussed above.

Figures A4-14, A4-15 and A4-16 show the pool bottom pressure traces and the
corresponding PSD for chugs in the 1/6, 1/4 and 5/12 scale single vent
geometries respectively at Mach scaled conditions. These figures show the
pool responses are consistent with those expected as based on the full-scale
pool response and linear scaling of tha pool size. Therefore, the pool
response similarity and similarities between the characteristics of the

impulse produced by the bubble collapse are preserved between scales at full-
scale, i.e., Mach scaled test conditions in the subscale single vent
geometries.

The pool bottom pressure trace and its corresponding PSD for a chug in the
1/10-scale geometry at Froude scaled conditions are shown in Figure A4-19.
The striking feature seen in this figure is that most all the power in the

PSD is below 100 Hz with much of it at the first vent harmonic, and the
remaining power at the second vent harmonic. This means that at the Froude
scaled conditions in the 1/10-scale geometry, the bubble collapse is retarded
to a point where its frequency content is very low. The pool response is

totally distorted.

The same observation holds true for the pool response to chugs in the 1/6-scale
geometry at Froude scaled conditions as seen from Figure A4-18. The pool

responses are somewhat less distorted with decreasing scale, i.e., for the 1/4
and 5/12 scales as shown in Figures A4-19 and A4-20, respectively.

The distortion of the pool response at Froude scaled conditions was expected
to a certain degree, because as discussed in Subsection A4.2 Froude scaling

A4-19
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Irequires that pool sonic velocity be scaled by S where S is the scale
factor. Obviously this cannot be achieved if water is used and the pool
response distorted. In addition, there is further distortion in the pool

response which is related to the distortion of the bubble collapse dynamics.

Consider the Rayleigh bubble collapse equation for a spberical bubble col-
lapsing in the pool of liquid:

P -P

Rh. +
'

=

f.

where R is the bubble radius at some time t, p is the pressure inside the
b

bubbie, and p is the pressure in the surrounding liquid, and o is the
g

density of the liquid. For simplicity it is assumed that p and p are
constant.* The bubble collapse time t , is then proportional to

p -p
o b

o o g

Now it is reasonable to assume that R is proportional to the vent diameter
g

D ,. Therefore,

o

t aD (A4-5)
p,-pbe v

In the Froude scaling scheme, the vent diameter and system pressures (i.e.,

p ) are reduced by the scale factor S and hence the bubble collapse time is
r duced by S if p g es as S In fa t, the pressure p inside the

b b.

collapsing bubble is related to the actual pool water temperature (as opposed
to subcooling). Therefore, for a given pool temperature, p remain a nstant

b

*The arguments developed hold even if pb varys with time ar assumed in
Reference A15.

A4-20
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1/2to the first order even if the system pressure p is reduced by S as per
1/2Froude scaling. Hence, the bubble collapse time does not scale as S

(whi.ch also implies chat the bubble collapse dynamics are distorted), but by
a factor larger than S , i.e., the bubble collapse is slower than expected

f rom th- Froude s. aling scheme. This and the inability to scale pool sonic
velocity causes a very distorted pool response.

In case of Mach scaling, wFere full-scale conditions are preser'.ed including
the pool temperature, both p and p are preen ved at full-scale values and

|b
hence the bubble collapse time t is reduced by the scale factor. Since the

pool dimensions are also reduced by the scale factor, the pool response is
prese ved as shown by the dat' '

In summary, the Froude scaling scheme is unable to correctly preserve the
condensation rate, the bubble collapse and pool response characteristics.
Therefore, the conclusion is that Froude scaled data cannot be used for j
drawing conclusions regarding chugging behavior at full-scale. !

On the other hand, the Mach (although Mach is a misncmer) scaling scheme which
requires testing a prototypical system conditions preserves the condensation
rate, the bubble collapse and pool response characteristics from scale to
scale. Therefore, the trends from the Mach scaled data should remain valid

at full-scale. Thus, in the remainder of the report, only the Mach scaled
data will be considered.

A4.4 SUBSCALE AND FULL-SCALE DATA TRENDS

Af ter having determined the subscale data that are representative of chugging
at full-scale the trends of these data with system conditions can be used to
understand and interpret the full-scale data obtained from blowdown tests.

The subscale data trends obtained in the Scaled Multivent Test Program were
reported in References Al and A2. Therefore, only the salient points regarding
these data trends will be discussed here.

A4-21
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i

A4.4.1 Subscale Data Trends
t

The subscale tests in the Scaled Multivent Test Program were performed in a'

| steady-state mode (Subsection A2.1), i.e., system conditions (oteam mass
i .

| flux, steam air-content, pcol temperature, and wetvell airspace pressure)
! were maintained constant for the duration of a given test. This allowed

! the determination of the dependence of chugging on syst2m conditions in a
i systematic manner.

As previously discussed, the tests performed at the full-scale values of the
systec conditiona (Mach scaled canditions) are representative of ebugging;

behavior at full-scale. Therefore, the data trends presented are from the
;

| Mach scaled tests, which constitute ove: half the tests performed. Since

{ testing at full-scale conditions fixes the wetwell airspace pressure at 45 psia,
,

! the remaining system conditions of incerest are the steam mass flux, steam

| air-content and pool temperature.

The data trends are presented in terms of the mean peak overpressure (POP),'

peak underpressure (PUP) and chug frequency (inverse of the mean period
! between chugs, t ). The mean values are computed from the values of these
9 P

|
parameters for individual chugs in a given test. Due to the strong stochastic

Ielement present in chugging, the values of these parameters vary substantially'

i from chug to chug and the standard deviations are generally of the same order
as the mean values. Nonetheless, the mean values are well behaved and

.

i

; repeatable for a given test condition. Further, the data trends will be
.

| presented mostly for the mean POP and PUP at the pool bottom elevation,
because the data trends with system conditions were found to be the same at

other pool locations,
/

A4.4.1.1 Effect of Steam Mass Flux

The effects of steam mass flux on ;ean POP, PUP and chug frequency are shown'

in Figure A4-21, A4-22 and A4-23, respectively, for the single four subscalep

single vent geometries. In general, the data trends are similar at all,

four scales.
,

.
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The mean POP increases almost linearly up to a steam mass flux of 2 lbm/ft -sec.

There is a distinct reduction in the mean POP as the steam mass flux is
increased from 2 to 4 lbm/sec-ft , followed by a rise in mean POP as the
stec3 taass flux is increased more. This trend is particularly marked for

the larger scales.

2This reduction in mean POP from 2 lbm/sec-ft to 4 lbm/sec-ft is due to a
2change in the characteristics of the chugs. At 2 lbm/sec-ft most of the chugs

are the classical type, i.e., spiky chugs. At 4 lbm/sec ft however,,

oscillatory type chugs occur predominantly [ Reference A2].

2As the steam mess flux is increased beyond 8 lbm/sec-ft , the mean POP
again increases. The trend in mean PUP (Figure A4-22) is similar to that for

the mean POP. In all the scales, the mean chug frequency increases almost
linearly with steam mass flux (Figure A4-23i.

v A4.4.1.2 Effect of Pool Tempt _ature

The ef fects of pool temperature on the raan POP and PUP at various steam mass

fluxes are shown in Figures A4-24 and A4-25 for the 1/6-scale single vent
geometry. In all steam mase 'iuxes, except 16 lbm/sec-ft the mean POP,

reaches a maximum at a pool temperature between 130*F and 170*F. At 16 lbm/
'

sec-ft the mean POP increases continuously with pool temperature over the,

range of pool temperatures tested. Hence, for all values of the steam mass

flux, the mean POP would approach zero as the pool temperature approached

the saturation temperature. Therefore, a maximum in the mean POP is expected
to occur 'oetween a pool temperature of 200*F and 275'F (saturation temperature
at 45 psia wetwell airspace pressure) at the 16 lba/sec-ft steam mass flux.

In general, the mean PUP decreases with increasing pool temperatures for
2steam mass fluxes up to 8 lbm/sec-f t At the highest steam mass flux of.

16 .1bm/sec-ft the pool temperatt:re did not have any significant effect on
the mean PUP over the range of pool temperatures tested. The mean PUP is

expected to approach zero as the pool temperature approaches the saturation
value.

A4-23
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i
f

i The effect of pool temperature on the mean chug frequency is shown in

; Figure A4-26. The pool temperature is seen as having no significant effect
on the chug frequency for steam mass fluxes of 4 lbm/sec-ft and lower. At
higher steam mass fluxes, a slight pool temperature effect was observed

! where che mean chug frequency peaks between 130*F and 170*F, af ter which it ,

decreases as the pool temperatura is increased.
;

|

These pool temperature trends observed at 1/6 scale were present at the
i other subscales also [ References Al and A2].
I

1

A4.4.1.3 Effect of Steam Air-Content

i

The effects of steam air-content on the mean POP and PUP are shown in
"igures A4-27 and A4-28 respectively in the 1/6 scale single vent geometry.,

; 3cth mean POP and PUP decrease continuously with increasing steam air-content.

Steam air-content does not change the mean chug frequency, however, it affects
,

the characteristics of the chugs significantly (the sharp spikes become rounded-

and the pool ringout frequency was drasticall7 reduced).

This same data trends were observed at all subscales.
!

In summary, the system conditions affect the chugging pool vall pressure;

) characteristics. A physical explanation of the trends observed is 'given in
Reference A7. -Finally, the data trends were also observed in the multivent
geometries.

,1

A4.4.2 Interpretation of Full-Scale Blowdown Data

!

All the full-scale tests (4T, 4TCO and JAERI) have been performed in the
i blowdown mode. Therefore, the system conditions such as steam mass flux, steam

air-content and pool temperature were changed through the course of these

blowdown tests. The subscale steady-state data trends however,-have made it

possible to understand and interpret the data from these full-scale blowdown
tests.

A4-24
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j Figure A4-29 shows the variation of the vent steam mass flux, steam air-
content and bulk pool temperature as a function of time for 4TCO Test 25 which

! was a 2.5 in. liquid break. Figure A4-30 shows that at the start of the blow-

; down the vent steam mass flux rises rapidly as air is purged out of the dry-
j well and then drops off gradually as the steam generator vessel blows down.
i
j The steam air-content falls continuously from the start of the blowdown

and drops below 0.1% at around 30 seconds into the blowdrwn. The bulk pool
| temperature rises continuously through the blowdown and the total rise is

about 40*F.4

i

Besides the parameters (steam mass flux, steam air-content, and pool tempera-
ture) discussed above, and additional air in the peol from the, pool swell

|

f transient phase. After the pool swell transient, the pool is expected to have
a fairly large amount of air la the form of dispersed bubbles. These bubbles
rise under the influence of gravity. However, the downward flow induced by
the condensation tends to sweep some of tucse bubbles back into the pocl.
Therefore, these bubbles clear out of the pool and into the aetwell airspace

j at a lower rate than under the influence of gravity alone.
1

The presence of 'ree air bubbles in the pool tend to have the same mitigatingi

effect as air in the steam. This was observed in some preliminary tests
performed in the 1/16 scale single vent geometry. However, at present no

I measurement of the distribution of air in the pool are available, and also
no data are available to quantitatively determine the influence of this free

; air in the pool on the chugging characteristics. Therefore, the effects of air
in the pool cannot be quantified in the following discussion, but the fact
that air in pool does mitigate, chugging should be kept in mind when analyzing
blowdown data,

l
*

Figure A4-30 shows the measured pressure rime history at the 4TCO pool bottom
; center for 4TCO Run 25 after the initial pool swell transient period. As

shown by this figure, the amplitude of the pressure oscillations increases
initially as the blowdown progresses and large amplitude chugs occur around

. 30 seconds into the blowdown. After that, the amplitudes decrease to the end
1

!

i
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| of the blowdown. This trend is more clearly seen in Figure A4-31 which

! shows the mean POP over consecutive 10 second intervals of the blowdown.

i
i This behavior of the POP as a function of time into the blowdown can be

explained based on the data trends from the subscale data discu; sed earlier

| and the steam mass flux, steam air-content and pool temperature histories
| shown in Figure A4-29. After the initial pool swell transient, steam with at

! high air-content is purged into the pool (see Figure A4-29). Due to the high

f steam air-content, the condensation rate at the vent exit is low and as

| expected from the subscale POP trends with steam air-content, the POP of the
i pressure oscillations is small. As the steam air-content decreases (and also

! pool air-content) with time in the blowdown, the condensation rate at the vent
exit increases and the POP increases.

!

This bCaavior of the POP as a function of time into the blowdown can be
<

explained based on the data trends from the subscale data discussed earlier

1 and the steam mass flux, steam air-content and pool temperature histories

! shown in Figure A4-29. After the initial pool swell transient, steam with a

.

high air content is purged into the pool. Due to the high steam air-content,
i

the es.densation rate at the vent exit is low and as expected from the sub-

| scale POP treads with steam air-content the POP of the pressure oscillation

) is small. As the steam air-content and pool air-content decreases with
time in the blowdown, the condensation rate at tt vent exit increates and

'
t

the POP increases.-

!

i As shown in Figure A4-29, the air-content drops below 0.1% around 30 seconds

into the blowdown. The subscale test showed that below this value of 0.1%

i the steam air-content did not have any significant ef fect on POP and, for all

j prnctical purposes, the vent steam can be considered air-free. As expected,
the amplitudes of the chags is quite large around 30 seconds into the blowdown
with the chugs exhibiting the spikey pressure time histories characteristics'

of air-free chugging.

d

Once the steam is " air-free", i.e., steam air-content below 0.1%. the. POP

behavior is controlled by the variation of the steam mass flux and pool

A4-26
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temperature (and possibly the air present in form of bubbles in the yool).
Figure A4-29 shows that after 30 seconds where the steam can be considered

" air-free" the bulk pool temperature rises by only 13*F. Therefore, based on

the subscale data trends this is not expected to influence POP <ariation
significantly. However, the steam mass flux starts dropping rapidly beyonda

30 seconds into the blowdown. Therefore, based on the effect of steam mass'

flux on POP observed in the subscale tests the POP is expected to decrease4

continuously as the steam mass flux decreases (see Figures A4-30 and A4-31).
1
,

Therefore, the variation of chug amplitudes during the full-scale 4TCO blow-
downs is consistent with the system conditions dependeace observed in the
subscale steady-state test data,

i

The JAERI wall pressure data were analyzed to determine if similar systee
conditions dependence was also observed in the JAERI full-scale multivent

,

tests. The pool wall pressure information .it the JAERI d&ts rcrcits is
presented in the form shown in Figure A4-32 stare the envelopes of the peak
cuerpressere (P0P) and peak underpressure (PUP) are plotted on the decimated

j time plot of the reel wall pressure 'or the entire blowdown. Such data are

availabla tor the poc1 and vent wall pressure locations shown in Figures A4-34
and A4-35 (WPPF and VPPF are pool and vent pressure transducers, respectively).

As shown in Figure A4-32, there is difficulty in distinguishing individual
chugs from the POP and PUP envelope. Therefore, average values for POP and

'

PUP were obtained by averagiteg the resp &~tive envelopes over 10 second con-
tiguous intervals for the entire blowdown'

Initially, the mean POP and PUPS over 10 second intervals were obtained for

the pool bottom transducers. However, because of the geometry and installation
method used for the pool bottom transducers, the data was found to be
unreliable. Therefore, the 10 second mean POPS and PUPS were obtained for

| *

the pool sidewall transducers (WPF202, WPF302, WPF402, WPF502, WPF602

and WWPF702 (see Figure A4-34 and A4-35) data which are probably more reliable.

4

A4-27
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However, Figures A4-33 and A4-35 show these sidewall transducers at the vent
exit elevation are located in close proxialty to different veacs. Therefore,

the pressures measured by a given transducer will be heavily biased towards
the chugt occurring at the vent closest to that transducer. For examplo,
Figure A4-36 shows the 10 second mean POPS as a function of blowdown time for
the six vent exit elevation locations (WWPF202 WWPF302, WWPF402, WWPF502,

WWPF602 and WWPF702 (see Figures A4-33 and A4-35) for JAER0 Test 0002.

This figure shows considerable spatial variation, i.e. , variation from loca-

tion to locatiori even in the 10 second mean POPS. The reason for this spacial

variation is that chug strengths vary considerably from vent to vent. The

average value for the 10 second mean POPS at the various vent exit elevations

will be used in order to smooth out this spatial variation caused by the

vent to vent variations in chug strengths. i

The spatially averaged value for the 10 second mean POPS as a function of
blowdown time for JAERI Test 0002 is shown in Figure A4-37. The POP is shown

as reaching a peak value around 65 seconds into the slowdown. This behavior

of the POP can be understood if one looks at the system conditions variation

during the blowdown. Figure A4-38 shows the variation of the steam mass flux

and steam air-content as a function of blowdown time for this test. Fig-

ure A4-38 shows that the steam-air content is dropping continuously into the

blowdown and drops below 0.2% around 64 seconds (about *be time where the

average POP peaks). After the steam-air content has dropped below 0.1% the
behavior of average POP follows a downward trend due to decreasing steam

mass flux.

Again this observed dependence of the average POP with nir-content and steam
mass flux is consistent with the trends seen in the subscale tests. Therefore,

the JAERI full-scale multivent data exhibit system conditions dependence

which is consistent with that observed in both the subscale and 4T tests.

A4-28
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Table A4-1

CHUGGING SCALE-MODEL PARAMETERS
t

(L ) scaledxScale Factor = S =
x prototype

Reference Parameter Froude Scaling Mach Scaling

i reference length L D Dy

reference velocity U qgD a

reference time t YD/g D /ay

reference density a p o, stem

Scale-Model
Parameters Freude Scaling Requ_irement Math Scaling Requirement

!"D x m N S (scaled mass a N S ( f ull-- scale
pV "* "*D

AL V N S (scaled V N S (scaledvx D ddr/well) d w ell)y
D

"-- aN S (cannot a% S*
U

x achieve)

x fN S* (full scale fN S* (full scale
D friction) friction)y

O xa pN S (scaled pressure) p% S* (full scale
p U presr re)

,

x t N $ (scaled gN S~ (cannot*gL time) achieve)X

C Mo
w w AT N S (scaled ST % S* (full scale
h o subcooling) subcooling)g
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Table A4-1 (Continued)

Scale-Model
Parameters Froude Scaling Requirement Math Scaling Reo_uirement

D A S (scaled vent)v v D % S (scaled vent) D %
V V

g 2,

x L

"w a N S (cannot a % S*
" "

( achieve)

!

|

|

|

.
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Figare A4-1. Schematic of the Drywell/k'etwell
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The following Figures are. Cencral Electric Company Proprietary
and have been removed from this document in their entirety.

A '4 - 2 The " Chug" Cycle

A4-3 Pressure Traces for a "3 elected Event"

A4-4 Successive Frames from the Movie 5howing the Bubble in
Figure 1

A4-5 A Hign Amplituda Classical Chug from 4TCO Test Run 15

A4-6 An Oscillatory Chug from a 1/6 Scale Vent Test

A4-7 An Oscillatory Chug from 4TCO Test Run 13
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Figure A4-8. Interactive Processes in Chugging
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j The following F'.dures are General Electric Company Proprietary
and have been tamoved from this document in their entirety.

I
J

i
'

A4-9 Drywell Pressure Trace - Data Reduction to 0Ftain 5"
c

| A4-10 Steam Mass Flux During Rapid Condensatio, as a Function
of Scale

A4-lla Large Amplitude Chugs from the 4TCO Tests
i

A4-llb Large Amplitude Chugs from che 4TC0. Tests

A4-12a PSDs of the Chugs from the iTCO Tests Shown in Figure A4-ll

A4-12b PSDs of the Chugs from the 4rCO Tests Sho'-n in Figure A4-ll
i

A4-13 Pressure Ti=e History and PSD for a Chug in the 1/10 Scale,

Single Vent Geometry, Mach Scaled Conditions

A4-14 Pressure Time History and PSD tor a Chug in the 1/6 Scale'

Single Vent Geometry, Mach Scaled Conditions

A4-15 Pressure fime History and EaD for a Chug in the 1/4 3cale

{ Single 7ent Geometry, Mach Scaled Conditions

A4-16 Pressura Time History and PSD for a Chug in the 5/12 Scale
Single Vent Geometry, Mach Scaled Conditions

i
A4-17 Pressure Time History and PSD for a Chug in the 1/10 ?cale

i ' Single Vent Geometry, Froude Scaled Conditions

A4-IS Pressure Time History .ind ?SD for a Chug in che 1/6 Scale
Single Vent Geometry, Froude Scaled Conditions

A4-19 ?ressure Time !iistory and PSD for a Chug in the 1/4 Scale
Single Vent Geometry, Froude Scaled Conditions

A4-40 Pressure Ilme History and PSD for a Chug in the 5/12 Scale
Single Vent Geometry, Froude Scaled Conditions

;

'

A4-21 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottom Elevatzen with Steam-
Mass Flux (130* Pool Temperature), Single Vent rests at

j Four 3cales

A4-22 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottom Elevation with Steam-
I Mass Flux (130* Pool Temperature), Single Vent Tests at

Fout- Scales

;

|
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The following Figures are General Electric Company Proprietary
,

and have been removed from this document in their entirety.

i

A4-23 Variation of Mean Chug Frequency wity Steam Mass Flux (130'
Pool Temperature), Single Vent Tests at Four Scales,

A4-24 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottom Elevation With Pool
Temperature, L/6-Scale Single Vent Tests

A4-25 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottom Elevation With Fool
Temperature, 1/6-Scale Single Vent Tests

A4-2o Variation of Mean Chug Frequency With Pool Temperature,!

1/6 Scale Single Vent Tests,

i

A4-27 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Sottom Elevation With Steam
air-Content, 1/6 Scale Single Vent Tests

A4-28 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottom Elevation With Steam
Air-Content, 1/6 Scale Single Vent Tests

A4-29 Blowdown History for 4TCO Test 25

A4-30 Fool Bottom Pressure Time History for 4TCO Test 25

A4-31 Variation of Mean POP During the Blowdown, 4TCO Test 25
' A4-32 Wetwell Pool Bottom Pressure, JAERI test 2101

d',

,

4

4

i
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The following Figures are General Electric Company Proprietary
and have been removed from this document in their entirety.

A4-36 Vent Exit Elevation Pool Wall Pressures, JAERI Test 0002

A4-37 Average Vent Exit Elevation Pool Wall Pressure, JAERI
Test 0002

A4-38 Calculated Steam Mass Flux and Air Content, JAERI
Test 0002
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AS. MULTIVENT CHUGGING

The primary objective of the Subscale Multivent Test Program was to demonstrate
the bounding nature of single cell (i.e., single vent in an appropriate sized

! pool) pool-wall pressures. The multivent data at 1/10 and 1/6 scale obtained
in'this test program are discussed in Subsection A5.2.

The observed reduction of pool wall pressure amplitudes in multivent geometries
is due to the multivent effects - desynchrony of bubble collapses at individual'

vents and variation of the severity of bubble collapse, i.e., chug strength at
'

individual vents in a multivent geometry. These multivent effects observed
in the subscale multivent data are discussed in Subsection AS.2.

Available full-scale multivent data from the JAERI tests [ Reference A6) are dis-
cussed in Subsection A5.3. These data also exhibit the multivent effects

; observed at subscale.

The response of the pool can be predicted in terms of pool acoustics using
pool wall pressure data from tests where pool size and vent location in the

! pool were varied. It is also shown that multivent chugging pocl wall pressure
characteristics can be predicted by incorporating the multivent effects in an
acoustic model of a multivent geometry.

>

|.

j AS.1 SUBSCALE MULTIVENT DATA

4 .

In the scaled Multivent Test Program five multivent geometries were tested
(3, 7, and 19 vents at 1/10 scale and 3 and 7 vents at 1/6 maale). The multi-

vent geometries were tested at the same conditions as the corresponding single
vent geometries. As discussed in Section A',, the tests at prototypical ~ test;

i conditions (Mach scaled conditions) are only representative of expected chug-
ging behavior at full-scale. Data from tests under prototypical test condi-
tions will be discussed in the following subsections.

AS-1
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A5.1.1 Overall Multivent Chugging Characteristic s

A5.1.1.1 General Characteristics

i

Data traces for the 1, 3, 7 and 19 vent 1/10-scale geometries are shown in
2

Figures AS-1 through A5-4, respectively, at a steam mass flux of 4 lbm/sec-f t ,4-

| 130*F pool temperature and zero air-content. The salient observation from-
these figures. is that the pool. wall pressure amplitudes are significantly lower*

; in the multivent geometries.

1

1

j However, apart from this reduction in wall pressure amplitudes, the overall
,

characteristics of chugging in multivent geometries is similar to that in the
j

single vent geometry, i.e., the condensation is intermittent as evidenced by

the burst of oscillations in the vent static pressure and the depressurizatisus
in the drywell pressure. Further, all bursts of condensation, while the water
is out of the vents, produce a pool wall pressure oscillation, i.e., the pool

f, wall pressure oscillations are produced by the rapid condensation and the
! resulting rapid acceleration and deceleration of the steam water interface

', (bubble collapse) at the vent exit in both single and multivent geometries.

i The magnitudes of the vent static pressure oscillations are approximately the
j

same for the single and multivent geometries. This indicates that the tran-
sient flow induced in the vent due to rapid condensation is approximately the

I same in single and multivent geometries.
i

I

The magnitude of the drywell depressurizations induced by the rapid condensa-
)
i tion are somewhat smaller on the average in the multivent geometries than in
l

the single vent geometries. This is to be expected because the rapid conden-
sation is not synchronized and the condensation rate is not the same at all
vents in the multivent geometries. Also, because the water motion in and out
of the vent is controlled to a large extent by the drywell pressure fluctua-
tions (see Subsection A4.1), the height of the water excursions into the vents
are somewhat lower in the multivent geometries.

AS-2
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An examination of these data traces for the 1/6 scala, 1, 3 and 7 vent geometries

[ Reference A2] show that the observations made above from the 1/10-scale data
also hold at 1/6 scale.

AS.I.l.2 Effect of System Conditions

Another measure of the similarity of chugging in single and multivent geometries

is the behavior of the mean POP, PUP and chug f requency, i.e. , average number
of chugs per second with system conditions - steam mass flux, steam air-content

and pool temperature. A comparison of the behavior of the mean POP, PUP and
chug frequency for single and multivent geometries was presented in the two
earlier data reports (Reference Al and A2] and will be discussed only briefly
here.

The variation of mean POP, PUP and chug frequency with steam mass flux for the
1/10 scale single multivent geometries is shown in Figures A5-5, A5-6, and AS-7,
respectively. These figures show that the variation of mean POP, PUP and chug
frequency with steam mass flux are similar for the single and multivent geo-
metries. Both POP and PUP increase with increasing steam mass flux except for
a dip around 4 lbm/sec-ft The mean chug frequency increases linearly with.

steam mass flux.

The ef f ects of pool temperature on mean POP and PUP for the 1/10 scale single
and multivent geometries are shown in Figures AS-8 and A5-9. Again, the

variation of mean POP and PUP is shown to be similar in single and multivent
geometries. The mean POP peaks at some pool temperature while the mean PUP

decreases continuously with increasing pool temperature. Pool temperature
had no significant effect on the mean chug frequency in either the single
vent or multivent geometries.

.

Increasing steam air-content reduces both mean POP and PUP in the single and
multivent geometries as shown in Figures A5-10 and A5- 11. Steam air-content

had no significant effect on the mean chug frequency.

A5-3
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This similarity in the behavior of mean POP, PUP and mean chug frequency with
system conditions between single and multivent geometries was also observed'

at 1/6 scale [ Reference A2]. Therefore, the conclusion is that in general;

overall chugging characteristics in multivent geometries are similar to those-

!- in single vent geometries.

A5.1.2 Multivent Pool Wall Pressures .

In the previous discussion (Subsection A5.1.1) the general characteristics of L

i chugging are shown as being similar in single and multivent geometries. How-
ever, the magnitudes of the pool wall pressures were seen to be lower in multi-

.

vent geometries. In this discussion, comparisons between single and multivent

| pool wall pressures will be presented. These comparisons are made in terms
of the POP, acan square power (MSP) and PSDs. These three quantities are
related to the intensity of the pool and vent responses caused by chugging.
The POP is a measure of the intensity of the pool response produced by the
impulsive excitation due to the steam '%ubble" collapse. The mean square+

power (MSP) is a direct measure of the amplitude of the pool wall pressure
oscillations, while the PSD-gives a measure of 'the power by frequency in the

j pool wall pressures.
.

A convenient way to compare single and multivent- data (such as POP and MSP)r

is in terms of the multivent multiplier. The multivent multiplier is simply

.

the ratio of the value of a parameter (such ag a mean POP) in a multiventi

! geometry to the value in the singla vent geometry. Figures A5-12 and A5-13
show the multivent multiplier based on mean POP at the pool bottom elevation

j for the 1/10 and 1/6 scale geometries. Note that by definition the multivent
multiplier is unity for the single vent geometry. These figures show that'

the multivent multiplier is less than one for all the multivent geometries,
i.e., the mean POP in the multivent geometries is less than that in the cor-

; responding single vent geometry.

|

In the 1/10-scale geometries (Figure A5-12), the multivent multiplier drops
rapidly going from the single vent to the 3 and 7 vent geometries, and then

.

i

A5-4
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increases for the 19 vent geometry. The increase in the multivent multiplier
from the 7 to the 19 vent geometry is most likely due to the combined effects
of the increased number of vents participoting in a given pool chug and the
increased number of spiky chugs occurring at inuividual vents in the 19 vent
geometry. This will be discussed more later.

I In the 1/6 scale geometries, the multivent multiplier is seen to decrease with
an increasing number of vents, except for a steam mass flux of 8 lbm/sec-f t .

At a steam mass flux of 8 lbm/sec-ft , the multivent multiplier increases
slightly from the 3 to 7 vent geometry. Again, this increase is probably due
to the same reasons given above for the increase of the multivent multiplier
in the 1/10 scale 19 vent geometry.,

.

Another multivent multiplier of interest is that based on maximum POP observed
in single and multivent geometries. Figures AS-14 and AS-15 shcw the multivent

multiplier based on maximum POP for the 1/10 and 1/6 scala geometries. Again,
the multivent multiplier is seen as being less tnan unity, .e., the maximum

POP observed in a single vent geometry is bounding.

The POP is a measure of the initial response of the pool to the chug, and as
'

will be shown later is a function of the pool modes excited. The mean square
power (MSP) on the other hand is a measure of the intensity of the entire pool

4

and vent response. Figures AS-16 and AS-17 show the multivent multiplier based
on the average MSP (average MSP is the average value of MSP for all the chugs
occurring in a test). These figures show that the average MSP decreases dras-
tically in the multivent geometries and, again, the single vent value is clearly
bounding.

.

Besides the reduction of the MSP in a multivent geometry, there is a rather
marked change in the distribution of the power by frequency. Figures A5-18,
A5-19, A5-20 and AS-21 show selected chugs and their PSDs from the 1/10 scale

1, 3, 7 and 19 vent geometries, respectively. These PSDs illustrate the gen-
eral trend of power by frequency between the single and multivent geometries.
In the single vent geometry, most of the power is in-the vent harmonics

,

AS-5
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I (approximately 50 Hz, 100 Hz, 150, Hz, etc.) and the first axial mode of the
pool (between 300 Hz 'and 400 Hz). The spike at 960 Hz is due to line noise

,

and will be removed in the final version of the figure. The lack of significant

power at higher pool modes implies that the impulsive bubble collapse does not
have frequency content high enough to excite the higher axial and racial pool
modes (note that pool circumferential modes are not expected to be excited
because of vent location in a single vent geometry) .

;

The salient feature seen in the PSDs for chugs in the multivent geometries

(Figures AS-19, A5-20 and A5-21) is the overall reduction in power over the*

entire frequency range. This is consistent with the reduction in mean square
power discussed previously. Further, the power spreads out over a wider range'

of frequencies with increasing number of vents, i.e., more and more higher pool

modes are excited. The lower overall power levels and the excitation of the
higher pool modes in a multivent geometry are due to the two multivent effects -
vents chugging out of phase and the variation in chug strengths at individual
vents. A discussion of thest multivent effects will be presented in Subsec-

-tion AS.2. The consequence of these multivent effects on pool wall pressure

characteristics will be discussed in Subsection AS.4 where it will be shown

| that the essential features of the multivent chug PSDs can be predicted using ,

acoustic theory.

In summary, in terms of both POP and MSP, the pool wall pressures in the multi-

| vent geometries are less than those in the corresponding multivent geometries,

! 1.e., single vent wall pressure' amplitudes are bounding. PSDs of chugs-in

! single and multivent geometries show that la the multivent geometries the
power at the vent harmonics and lowest pool mode (first axial mode) is reduced.
However, higher circumferential and radial pool modes are excited in the multi-

I vent geometries.

AS.2 MULT1VENTEFFbCTS

The pool wall pressure characteristics,in single and multivent geometries were
previously discussed. The next logical question is what effects, i.e.,

A5-6
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meitivent effects, occur in a multivent geometry that produce the observed
reduction in pool wall pressure amplitude and r.he type of pool response shown
by the PSDs. Two multivent effects were observed in the multivent geometries;

(1) bubble collapses at individual vents do not occur at precisely the same
time, i.e. , out-of-phase bubble collapses, and (2) the magnitude of the pres-
sure impulses produced by the bubble collapses at individual vents are not

identical, i.e., the chug " strength" varies from vent to vent. The test data

demonstrating these multivent effects are presented in the following subsections.

A5.2.1 Vent Desynchronization

! As discussed in Section 4 there are two distinct parts to a chug cycle. The

first part comprises the water motion in and out of the vent (referred to as

the gross chug) related to the recovery of the drywell pressure. The second
part is rapid condensation that occurs when the steam / water interface exits

the vent. The pool vall pressure oscillations of interest during chugging are

{ produced during the second part of the chug cycle due to the rapid condensation
induced motions of the steam / water interface and/or steam bubble collapse at
the vent exit.

The desynchronization discussed here will be relative to this rapid condensation /

bubble collapse part of the cycle at individual vents. Note that desynchroniza-

tion of this part of the cycle does not preclude the synchronization of the,

gross chug part of the cycle because normally the period of the gross chug

(order of the period between chugs) is much larger than the period of the h

rapid condensation / bubble collapse (order of tens of milliseconds). In fact,

it is expected and has been observed in both these subscale and the JAERI full-

scale tests that the gross chug cycle is in phase for the individual vents in

a multivent geometry whereas, the rapid condensation / bubble collapses at
individual vents are not.

As described in Section A3, a phasing algorithm was developed to determine the'

occurrence of and the time at which bubble-collapses occurred at individual

vents. The algorithm used the vent static pressure and vent water level in

AS-7
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individual vents to obtain these pha3ing data. Since only :hree vents were

instrumented in the subscale multivent geometries tested, complete phasing

data were obtain.d for the three vent geometries only. In a given three vent

geometry test, this phasing algorithm was used to determine the percentages
of chugs in which one, two or all three vents chugging (had rapid condensation /
bubble collapse). In chugs consisting of two or three vents chugging the
average time delay between the first and last vent to chug was also computed.
These data have been reported earlier in Reference Al, however, a portion of
these data will be briefly presented here again.

The percentages of chugs comprising of one, two and three vent chugs for the
1/10 scale three vent geometry are shown in Figures A5-22, A5-23 and A5-24,

respectively. The lower steam mass fluxes seen as having a significant number
of chugs caused by only one or two individual vents c!.ugging. At nigher steam

,

mass fluxes all three vents chugged in almost all of the chugs. This trend
was also found to occur in the 1/6 scale three vent geometry [ Reference Al].

The delay times between the first and last vent to chug in the 1/10 scale 3
vent geccetry for chugs in which two and three vents chugging are shown in
Figures A5-25 and A5-26, respectively. In general, the average delay time was

seconds in the 1/10-scale geometry. The corresponding delay times in the

1/6-scale gemnetry were also around seconds.

The important point to be noted here is that not all chigs were a result of
chugs (bubble collapses) at all the individual vents. Also, the chugs at
individual vents were not synchronized. As will be shown in Subsection 5.4,
these multivent ef fects are responsible for the lower pool wall pressure
amplitudes and PSD characteristics for chugs in multivent geometries.

AS.2.2 Variation of Chug Strengths at Individual Vents

Besides the non-synchronous chugs at individual vents the other multivent
effect observed was that the strength of the bubble collapse and hence the

magnitude of the resulting pressure spike varied from vent to vent. In the

AS-8
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j previous section, .it was shown that all vents did not participate in all the

chugs observed in the 1/10 and 1/6-scale three vent geometries especially at
the lower steam mass flux. This demonstrates that chug strengths vary from
vent to vent for chugs where all vents do not participat2.

A measure of the variation of chug strength from vent to vent in the subscale

multivent geometries tested can be obtained by examining the pool wall pres-
sures measured at the three different circumferential locations at the vent
exit elevation. All test geometries had three transducers located 120' apart
circumferentially at the vent exir elevation. In the multivent geometries,
each of these pressure transducers was located close to a particular vent it;
the multivent geometry. Therefore, the amplitude of the POP measure.. at eacl
circumferential location reflects to a large extent the chug strangth at the
vent closest to it (since pressure amplitude was found to vary inversely with

; distance between the vent and wall pressure measurement location [ Reference Al]).
For example, only if the chug strengths at all vents were identical, the peak
overpressure (POP) measured at each of these three circumferential locations
would be identical.

Figure A5-27 shows the pool wall pressured at the three circumferential vent,

exit elevation locations in the 1/6 scale 3 vent geometry. The steam mass
flux was 8 lbm/sec-f t and as determined from the vent static pressures over
50% of the chugs shown all three vents participated. ~This figure shows that
the POPS at the three locations are different for individual chugs. Therefore,
it can be concluded that the chug strength at individual vents varies.

Similar data from the 1/10 scale 19 vent geometry at a steam mass flux of
8 lbm/sec-ft are shown in Figure A5-28. Again, from vent static pressure

'

data for vents closest to each circumferential wall pressure measurement loca-

) tion it was determined that all these vents participated in the chugs shown.
The POPS at the three different circumferential locatione are seen as being

'different for individual chugs. Note that the variation of chug strength
from vent to vent is expected to be stochastic to a large extent. Therefore,
it is expected that for some chugs the chug strength at the three vents would
be similar.

A5-9
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In summary, the two major multivent effects observed in the subscale multivent
tests were that chugs (bubble collapses) at individual vents are desynchrcnized
and vary in strength.

AS.2.3 Multivent Effects at Full-Scale <

The mechanisms responsible for the multivent effects and the expected ef fects
of scale on these mechardses will be discussed in this subsection. Further,

by using the JAERI full-scale multivent data it will be shown that these multi-
vent effects also occur at full-scale.

AS.2.3.1 Mechanisms Causing Multivent Effects

As discussed earlier, a steam bubble is formed at the vent exit as the steam /
' water interf ace is driven out of the vent due to drywell repressurization.

The rate of bubble growth and hence the shape of the bubble at this point are
primarily governed by the dynamics of the water motion out of the vent. The

size to which the bubble grows is controlled by the time it takes to trigger

the rapid condensation. Also as discussed earlier, the rapid condensation is
triggered when the steam / water interface is sufficientif cooled down via tur-
bulent convection in the pocl, i.e. , when the " blanket" of hot water surround-
ing the bubble is eroded away and cold water is exposed to the steam. There-
fore, the time at which rapid condensation (and hence bubble collapse) is

, (

triggerad depende on both the thickness of the hot water " blanket" surrounding
the bulble and the rate of turbulent cont ction in the pool.

The thickness of the hot water " blanket" surrounding the steam / water inter-

face as it exits the vent im a functicn of the amount of condensation and the
turbulent convection occurring during the water motion in and out of the

vent. The rate cf turbulent convection in the pool depends on the intensity

of the turbulence in the pool caused by both the water motion in and out of
the vent as well as the water motion induced in the pool by rapid condensation

during the preceding chug. In summary, the time at which bubble collapse is
triggered and hence the size of bubble formed at the vent exit is a function
of several strongly stochastic elements.

A5-10
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Consider the situation in a multivent geometry where the gross chug is syn-
'

chronizen, i.e., water motion in and out of the vent is synchronized at

individual vents. The steam / water interfaces at individual vents therefore
exit the vent at nearly the same time and steam bubble start to form at indi-

vidual vants. At some point rapid condensation is triggered at one of the

, vents.

3 Now an examination was made to determine if the start of rapid condensation
and bubble collapse at this first vent can be communicated to and initiate

| bubble collapses at-other vents. Communication between vents can occur either

through the water in the pool or the steam space via the drywell. If com-

munication between vents occurs via the pool, the delay time between bubbble
collapses at individual vents should be of the order of acoustic propagation
time i;. the pool. In the subscale 3 vent geometries this propagation time is
of the order of a few milliseconds. The fact that the measured average delay
times between bubble cellapses at individual vents was found to be around 20

milliseconds precludes the communf tion via the pool as the mechanism trig-

i gering bubble collapses at other vents.

Communication via the steam space involves pressure waves generated due to
rapid condensation at one vent causing pressure perturb 3tions in other v.nts
through the irvwell. Because the drywell volume is mach larger than the vol-
ume of a vent, the drywell acts as a large capacitance and does not allow
effective communication between vents. This is borne out in the tests of the
3 <ent subscale geometries with oversized drywell volumes where no significant
change was found in the measured average delay time between bubble collapses,

at individual vents. Therefore, communication via the steam space is not a
plausible mechanism for synchronization 'of bubble collapses at individual
vents. Note that even if communication via the pool or steam space were
possible mechanisms for synch;onization of chugs at individual vents it would
be expected that the delay times would go up with scale since the acoustic'
propagation paths increase.

The most plausible mechanism for bubble collapse at individual-vents at this
point, appears to be the turbulent convection in the pool. This means that

,
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i

i bubble collapses at individual vents are triggered by local turbulent con-
vection rates at each vent. Unfortunately, there is not enough data on the

! pool turbulence to conclusively demonstrate this in terms of the measured
delay times. Nonetheless, postulating that local turbulent convection is the
mechan. ism triggering bubble collapse does explain certain observed facts.

'

First, due to the. stochastic nature of turbulence, the delay times between
bubble collapses would vary significantly around some value related to the,

| mean time scale of.the turbulence. The delay time data do indeed show ' wide

f- variation in the delay times from chug to cb g - the standard deviation is of
the erder of the mean value [ Reference Al].

;

j Secend, due to the stochastic nature of turbulence, the time at which rapid
I ' condensation and hence bubble collapse is triggered varies from vent to vent.
J

[ This implies that the cize of the bubble formed before collapse. starts, will
< also vary from vent te vent. Therefore, the chug " strength" will vary from

vent to vent as was indeed observed in the data (Paragraph AS.2.2).

|
The variation of the delay time for bubble collapses between vents with scale ,

i would depend on how the pool turbulence characteristics would vary with
scale. Generally, the average eddy siza determines the time scale of the

f turbulence (Reference A21]. In the type of mechanisms geneating turbulence

in the pool (water motion in and out of thu vent for example) it 1. expected-

that the mean eddy size . is related te the vent diameter. Therefore, the time'

I scale of the turbulence should increasa with scale and hence in turn, the
j

; average delay time between bubble collapses at individual vents is also
expected to increase. Since randomness is an inherent feature of turbulence,

;

significant variation in the delay times well as chug strengths at individual

vents are expected to persist at full-scale.
i

.

A5.2.3.2 Multivent Effects at Full-Scale.

!-

Recently some data have become available from the Mark II prototypical full-1

i

[ scale 7 vent tests performed at JAERI [ Reference A6]. .Specifically, expanded
time plots for. pool and ' rent pressures are available for JAERI Tests 0002,

|
2101 and 3102. An examination of these expanded time plots show that the

i

!
l A5-12.
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multivent effects observed in the subscal tests also occur at full-scale.
Selected data showing the multivent effect will be presented in the following.

Five of the seven vents in the JAERI multivi ' geometry were instrumented for
the measurement of vent static pressure and t .ter level (see Figure A4-34).
The vent static pressure and vent water level data for these five vents were

ana'7 zed using the procedurc described in Subsection A2.4 to determine the
time at which bubble collapses occurred at each of these vents.

'

Figure A5-29 shows the vent exit static pressures for the five vents (vents
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 - see Figure A4-34) for a large chug occurring at around

seconds in Test 000'. . Using the vent water level data, the duration that
the water was out of the vent is also shown in Figure AS-29. As described in
Subsection A2.4, the time of occurrence of the spike produced by the bubble

'

collapse at each vent was taken to be the time of the minima in the vent static
pressure while the water was out of the vent and is indicated in Figure AS-29.

, The bubble collapses are not seen as occurring simultaneously at the five
vents. Bubble collapse occurred at Vent 5 first and at Vent 2 last. The

delay time between Vent 5 and Vent 2 is about msec.

A similar analysis was performed on several other large chugs and, as expected,
I the bubble collapses at the five instrumented vents vere desynchronized and

the delay time between the first and last vent to chug (desynchronization win-!

;

dow) was varied considerably from chus to chug. Although all the available
data have not been analyzed yet, it appears that the mean value for this,

delay time is greater than 50 millisecond: in these full-scale tests.
.

The second multivent effect (variation of chug strengths at individual vents)
was also observed in these full-scale data. As described in Paragraph A4.4.2,
there are several pool wall pressure transducers that are located near the

i exits of different vents in the JAERI facility. Specifically, transducers
WWPF202, 302, 602 and 702 are located at the vent exit elevation next to

j vents 2, 3, 4 and 7, respectively (see Figures A4-33 and A4-35). The pressure
1

, A5-13
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i

j amplitudes measured by these transducers reflect the chug strengths at vents
)̂ closest to them.
t

- The variation of chug strengths at individual vents is shown in Figure A5-30.
4

| The pool wall pressures at the vent exit elevation for a chug occur.at 62.5

| - seconds in JAERI Test 0002. In this chug event a high amplitude chug occurred

at Vent 7_ as indicated by the large pressure spike at WWPF702. The other,

vents had relatively smaller chugs. Keep in mind that the variation of chug :

| strengths from vent to vent is stochastic in nature and that not all pool
chugs will exhibit the large variation seen in Figure A5-30. Nonetheless,

{ varying degrees of variation in chug strengths from vent to vent were. found
in all the chugs from Tests 0002, 2101, and 3102 for which expanded time

traces are available.

!

In summary, the multivent effects observed in the subscale multivent tests.

;

were also found to be present in the JAERI full-scale multivent tests, as
expected from the previous discussion.

A5.3 ANALYSIS OF.MUI.TIVENT CHUGGING
,

i
In previous discussions the multivent data were presented showing the chug

I

[ pool wall pressure characteristics and multivent effects that occur in multi-
f vent geometries during chugging. Here the data will show that the multivent
!

j pool wall pressure characteristics can be explained by acoustic ' analyses that

]
take into account the observed multivent effects. Using data obtained from
special single vent tests where the pool size and vent location were varied,
it will be shown that the pool response during chugging 'can be modeled using,

acoustic theory. Following this, the multivent pool wall pressure will be
predicted using acoustic models for the multivent geometries and shown that ,

i the overall pool wall pressure data trends can be adequately predicted.
i
<

1

9

1

.

:
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; AS.3.1 Pool Response Dynamics

several special single vent tests were. performed in the Scaled Multivent Test

Program to provide data which would help in understanding the mechanics of'

propagation of the chug-induced pressure waves in the pool and in the under-j

standing of the pool response to multivent chugging. The obvious difference
between cr.e single and multivent pool is that the multivent pool is larger,
and although the pool area per vent is the same, if vents chug out of phase,
each vent ef fectively " sees" a larger pool in a multivent getcetry. The
other difference is that while the vent in a single vent geometry is located
along the vertical axis of the pool, the majority of the vents in a multivent

j geometry are not. Therefore, circumferential modes, which cannot be excited
J

to any significant extent in a single vent geometry, are expected to be excited
3

in multivent geometries.

1

Recognizing these differences several tests were performed in the Scaled Multi-
vent Test Program to determine the effect of pool size and vent location on -
the response of the pool and the resulting pressures at the pool wall. To
obtain the pool size effects, a 1/10-scale single vent was tested in a 18-in
diameter pool (the 1/10 scale 3 vent pool) and a 30-in diameter pool (see
Subsection A3.1). The 10-in diameter pool (the 1/10-scaled pool) was alsc-
tested. The effects of vent location in the pool were obtained from tests
where the 1/10 scale vent was located off axis in the 18-in and 30-in diameter
pools (see Section A3.1) .

The results from these tests were presented in the Phase 1 test report [ Refer-
ence Al]. These results are compared here against the predictions from acoustic'

[ modela of the pool. The acoustic analysis used is identical to tht t developed -

I in the Ma':k II Generic Program [ Reference A20]. The pool is modele4 as an
acoustic cavity and the chug forcing function is modeled as a volumetric

source in the pool at the exit location -of the vent (s). The acoustic wave
equation is solved using the Green's function method and the solution for the
pressure at any location in the pool or at the pool walls is of the form [20]:

,

$ g g g "

1
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i

where

p(r,t) pressure in the pool at location r and time t,.=
;

+ ;

q(r ,t) time dependent volumetric source located at r=
g g

G($ t/$ ,t ) time dependent Green's function.=
g g

The Green's function can be expressed in terms of the pool' eigenmodes [ Refer-
ence A22] and for a cylindrical pool with a single vent, Equation AS-1 can

be written as: ,

N( o N( } '+
2Aac 2~.

(# sin [w ~ (AS-2)|
p(r,t) =

D L n wA n' o o n o o
! w nn

I

;

where
,

density of the fluid in the ' pool (water)o =

c = pool acoustic speed
t

pool diameterD =

i
pool depth] L =

4

C (#o)' O (+r)
.

pool eigenfunctions" "
N n th

frequency f the n pool mode=u
n

integration constantA =

j S(u ' o) pool damping function"

n

S(to) volumetric point source at location r=
9

i

' The series summation and the time integral in Equation A5-2 were evaluated

numerically. The point source S(tg) was taken to be a triangular impulse
,

j representing the bubble collapse component and a sinusoid representing the
vent first harmonic component [ Reference A20].

Figure AS-31 shows the effect of pool size on the mean POP. In.this figure,

.

the mean POP hat been normalized by the mean POP. measured in the suallest
|
+

l.
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pool - the 1/10-scale pool. The mean POP decreases as the pool size is
increased. Also shown on this figure are the trends predicted from acoustic

analyses discussed earlier. The predictions were porformed using sources with
, different widths T for the triangular impulse part of the source - the fre-

p>
~

quencies of the vent harmonics were not varied since vent lengths were kept
constant between geometries. The width of the triangular impulse T was

normalized by the axial acoustic propagation time T, for the pool (T, = L/c).,

p/t >1, the predicted decrease in POP is inversely pro-It is seen that the T
a

2
portional to pool area, i.e., D This 'is because when the impulse is broad'

.

the pool responds in essentially a static fashion * or at most only the axial
pool modes are excited. For this case it can be see . from Equation AS-2 that

i r'.e pressure amplitude is inversely proportional to D , since the pool depth
L was kept constant and the speed of sound was assumed to be constant in the
different pools. This 1/D dependency of mean POP compares well with the

daca at lower mass fluxes where the POP is lower [ Reference Al] and many oscil-
i
: latory chugs (having frequency contents predominantly at the vent first har-

monic) are observed. Note that due to the greater flexibility of the larger
pools, the peal sonic velocity in fact might oe decreasing somewhat with pool
size. This probably explains why some data decrease faster than 1/D as seen

; y

in Figure AS-31.

Now as : /T, is decreased, that is, as the triangular impulse width is made
smaller at a given pool sonic velocity, the decrease in POP with pool size4

is slower than 1/D as seen in Figure AS-31. TL*s is because the sharper

impulse is acle to excite the radial modes ** in the larger pool where the fre-!

I- quency of the radial modes is lower. It appears that T /T, of best pre-

dicts the data trends at the higher steam mass fluxes where predominantly
spiky chugs having large POPS were observed [Refarence A1]. Finally, in the

p/T,limit that T goes to , the impulse propagates initially as a pure,

;

*The vent harmonic frequencies are well below the first pool mode and there-
fore the pool responds to these also in a static fashion.

**Due to the vent location at the pool vertical axis, circumferential modes
cannot be excited to any significant extent.

,
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i

spherical wave and the expected variation in POP in this case would be as'1/D.
;

Note that all the data are well below the 1/D trend (see Figure A5-31) indi-
7

cating that the duration of prcssure impulse produced by the bubble collapse

; is not short enough so that r /T, approaches zero.p
!

|

In summary, the effect of increased pool size is to reduce the pool wall pres-

|
sure amplitudes and this trend can be predicted quite well using acoustic

; analyses of the pool response.
1

i

; Next, the effect of vent location on pool wall prcssure magnitudes are examined.
,

As mentioned earlier, several tests were performed with the vent being offset

! varying amounts from the vertical axis of the pool. In these tests, the vent

was offset such that it moved closer to the pressure transducers located at"
,

the 0* circumferential location as shown schematically in Figure A5-32. Note

that the pressure transducers at the pool bottom, mid-clearance, vent exit and
! mid-submergence were all located at the 0* circumferential location. Therefore,

j offsetting the vent moved it closer to all these transducer locations. There
were two additional pressure transducers le:ated oa the pool walls at the 120*
and 240* locations at the vent exit elevacion and of fsetting the vent moves its

exit away from these transducers.
;

; The effect of vent offset on the mean POP at the vent exit elevation 0* cir-
'ferential location is shown in Figure A5-33. These data were from the

tests performed in the 30-in diameter wetwell with the vent located et the
vertical axis of the pool (zero offset', and with offsets of six to ten inches.
The mean POP has been normalized by the mean POP at the same vent exit eleva-

|
tion in the scaled 1/10-scale vent geometry (the 1/10-scale vent centered in

| the 10-in diameter pool). Note that for the 10 in. offset in the 30-in
I' vessel, the distance (5-in) between the vent and the 0* circumferential loca-

: tion is the same as that with the centered vent in the 1/10-scale wetwell
(see Figure A5-34) .

|

Figure A5-33 shows that the mean POP increases as the vent offset is increased,
,

i.e., the vent is moved closer to the measurement location. This trend is most'

i
;

I
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marked for the higher steam mass fluxes. Also shown on this figure are the
predictions f rom the acoustic analyses discussed earlier.

For T /T,>1, there is not much variation in mean POP with vent offset. This
is to be expected since the variation of mean POP with vent offset is caused

due to the response of the radial modes of the pool. Now for a pulse with

p/T,>1, the frequency content is not high enough to excite the radial modesT

to any significant extent and hence very little variation with vent offset

occurs. The close agreement between data at the lower steam mass fluxes and

predictiins with Tp/T,>l shows that the chug source for these low steam mass
fluxes does not have much high frequency ccatent. This is consistent with the
small POPS and a large number of oscillatory cbugs with frequency content
limited mainly to the first vent harmenic, are observed [ Reference Al].

The higher steam flux (>8 lbm/sec-f t ) data trends are more closely predicted
with impulse having T /T of 0.45 which has sufficient frequency content top a
excite the radial pool modes. Hence, the narrow impulse produce the type of
radial vari.ation obscrved in the higher steam mass flux data.

Finally, to letermine the combined effects of pool size and v*nt location,
data from tests run in the three geometries shown in Figure A5-34 are examined.
Figure A5-34 shows that in these three geometries, the pool size was varied
and the vent offset was chosen such that the distance between the vent and pool
wall locations at the O' cegree circumferential location was held constant at
five inches.

Figure A5-35 shows the variation of mean POP with pool size at the 0* circum-

ferential vent exit elevation location (distance between the location and the
vent is constant at five inches for the three geometries). The mean POP has
been normalized by the mean POP in the 1/10 scale single vent geometry. This
figure also shows that the mean POP decreases with increasing pool size.
This decrease with pool size is nearly the same as that previously shown in
Ffgure A5-31 for the lower stem, mass fluxes (>4 lbm/sec-f t ), i.e., for these

low steam mass fluxes, vent location effects are not important (consistent
with the very small ef fect seen in Figure A5-33).
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At the two higher steam mass fluxes, it is again seen that the mean POP
decreases with pool size. However, the decrease is smaller than that pre-

; viously sho.a in Figure A5-31 due to pool size alene. This indicates that for
these higher steam mass fluxes, the vent location does effect the pool wall

j pressure to a significant extent. This is again consistent with the vent off-
1
' set effect discussed earlier and shown in Figure A5-33.

The predicted variations in mean POP using acoustic analyses are also shown
in Figure 5-35. As expected, the variation of mean POP is best predicted by
impulses with i /r 1 for the lower steam mass fluxes. Whereas, for the higher
steam mass flux data, shorter impulses with r /t, of 0.45 best predict the
data trends.

Besides demonstrating that the pool response to chugging can be predicted

quite well with acoustic models of the pool, the pool wall pressure trends

{
provide valuable insights on the observed multivent pool wall pressure trends.

|
The data trends discussed above show that for the typas of pool responses

excited by chugging, the POP decreases with increased pool size irrespective
of sent location in the pool. Therefore, with the observed desynchronized
bubble collapses at individual vents (that is, individual vents effectively
chugging in a larger pool) this pool size effect will result in lower wall
pressure amplitudes in a multivent geometry.

This can be clearly illustrated by comparing the data from the geometry with a
single 1/10-scale vent centered in the 18-in wetwell and the 1/10-scale 3 vent
geometry which had 31/10-scale vents in the same 18-in wetwell. Figure A5-36

shows this comparison and it is seen that the mean POPS for the two geometries
show a good agreement. This agreement shows that the observed reduction in
pool wall pressuras in a multivent geometry is due to the pool size effect
with the vents chugging out of phase.

AS.3.2 Predictions of Multivent Pool Wall Pressures

In the previous section, it was shown that the observed pool responses to
Inchugging can be predicted quite well using acoustic models of the pool.
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this section, acoustic models of the multivent geometries are used to show

that the multivent pool wall pressure trends can also be predicted.

'

A5.3.2.1 Methodology

Using the fact that the acoustic equation is linear the single vent acoustic
model discussed in the previous section was extended to a multivent geometry
in a straightforward manner. Instead of a single source in the case of the

single vent geometries multiple sources were placed in the multivent pool at
the exit locations of the individual vents. The pressure at any point r in
the pool or at the pool _1 due t o one of these multiple sources at was

g

calculated using Equation AS-2. The pressure at r due to multiple sources was

then obtained by a linear superposition of the pressure at that lacation to
each of the multiple sources. That is, for n sources

n - .

p(r,t) {p(r,t) (AS-3)=

where p (r,t) is the pressure et r due to the n source and is given byn
Equation AS-2.

Acoustic models of the 1/10-scale single and multivent geometries tested in
the Scaled Multivent Test Program (see Subsection A3.1), were constructed. A
simple baseline source was selectt 3 consisting of a trianrular impulse of width

and one 50 'Iz sinusoid representing the vent component. The amplitudes ofr
p

the triangular impulse and the sinusoid were chosen so as to give a POP of
50 psi and the average vent ringout amplitude in the 1/10-scale single vent
geometry.

The purpose of these analytical studies was not to formulate or justify a par-
ticular method for deriving multivent pool wall loads, but only to understand
the observed multivent pool wall pressure characteristics and data trends.

The si=ple source selected reflects this and consists of components necessary
to model only the essential features - impulse generated by the bubble col-
lapse and the first vent harmonic wF tch is generally the dominant vent component--

AS-21
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of the chug source. Hence, no attempt was made to model the underpressure

preceding the bubble collapse and higher vent harmonics (although these can
be modeled eith a more complex source).

The two multivent effects observed--desynchronization of chugs and variation

of chug strengths at individual vents--were included in this multivent
acoustic analysis. Desynchronization of the chugs was implemented by start-
ing the sources at various vent locations at different times. The start times

for chugs at individual vents were selected randomly within a desyntStoniza-
tion time window. Specifically, if r is width of the desynchronization

window, the time at which the source was started at an individual vent was

determined by picking a random number between 0 and T .

The variation of chug amplitudes from vent to vent was implemented by first
assuming an amplitude distribution (normalized by the mean value) and then
selecting amplitude factors at random for each vent in the multivent geometry
from this distribution. The source at a given vent is then obtained by

multiplying the standard source by the amplitude factor for that vent.

Therefore, implementing vent desynchronization and chug amplitude variation
for a chug in the multivent geometry required making a random selection of
source start times from a given desynchronization window and amplitude
factors from a specified amplitude distribution function. Using these start

times and amplitude factors for the sources at the individual vents, the

pressure time history at a given pool location was then computed using Equa-
tions AS-2 and A5-3. Generally, 20 such chug pressure time histories were

computed and mean values of quantitics such as POP and mean square power

(MSP) were computed.

A5.2.2 Analytical Predictions

First, consider the case where identical sources are placed in-phase at all

vents. Figure A5-37 rhows the resulting pressure traces at the pool bottom
elevation for the 1/10-scale 1, 3, 7 and 19 vent geometries. This figure

shows that for all the geometries, the pressure t-aces are virtually identical.

AS-z2
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The PCP (value shown on each corresponding pressure trace) is also virtually
identical in all geometries - the minor variations are caused by the small
differences in the pool to vent area ratios for the various geometries.
The corresponding PSDs are shown in Figure A5-39. Again, it is seen that

the PSDs are virtually identical and the only pool mode excited is the first

axial mode in all the geometries.

This result demonstrates that with all vents in-phase and identical sources
at each vent, the single and multivent pool wall pressures are identical;
i.e., in the largest pool wall pressures observed in a single vent geometry
to occur in a multivent geometry requires that the big chug occur at all

vents and in-phase at all vents. This is extremely unlikely given the
randemness involved in both the time of bubble collapse and strcngth of
the bubble collapse at indivicial vents in a multivent geometry. In fact,

as shown in Subsection AS.1, the maximum pool wall pressure amplitudes
observed in a multivent geometry are considerably lower than those in the
corresponding single vent geometry. Therefore, all vents in-phase with
identical sources do not represent any observed multivent data.

Second, consider the case where all the vents are in-phase, but the source
st ength varies from vent to vent. In this case it was assumed that the
distribution of the source strengths f rom vent to vent in a multivent geometry
was the same as the variation in the POP of successive chugs in the single
vent geometry, i.e., the spatial distribution of chug strengths in a multi-

vent geometry was the same as the temporal distribution in a single vent
geome t r y . At present, there is no concre i justification for this assumption
except that since the temporal distributi ni of POPS in a single vent geometry
is available, it is easy to implement.

Pressure time histories were computed for 50 chug events in the 1/10-scale 3
vent geometry. La each chug event amplitude factors (normalized POP ampli-

| tudes) were selected randemnly for each of the three vents f rom the normalized

| (by the mean value) temporal distribution of POPS for the first 100 chugs
that occurred in the 1/10-scal. single vent test (steam mass flux 8 lbm/sec-

ft , pool tempe-ature 130*F and zero steam air-content). As described earlier,

A5-23
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the source amplitude at a given vent was obtained by multiplying the amplitude
of the standard source by the amplitude factar selected for that vent.

The mean and maximum POPS for the 50 computed chug events in the 1/10-scale 3

vent geometry were psi and psi, respectively. The corresponding mean
and maximum POPS for the 1/10-scale single vent geometry (using the same

amplitude distribution) were 50 psi and 180 psi respectively. Therefore, tne
average POP in the three vent geometry is nearly the same as that for the
single vent geometry in this case. However, the maximum POP is t;>-

stantially lower in the three vent geometry than in the single vent geometry.
Similar results were obtained when similar computations were performed in

the 7 and 19 vent geometries with the exception that the maximum POP decreased

with increasirg number of vents.

The nain implication of these results is that one of the reasons why the
maximum POP measured in a multivent geometry lower than that in a single vent -

geometry is - a to the variation of chug strengths at individual vents.
Also, the average POP in the multivent georetry where all vents are in-phase

"

will be equal to the mean value of the amplitude distribution assumed for the
spatial variation of chug strengths from vent to vent.

Next, the effects of desynchronized chugs at individual vents in t. nultivent

geometry are examined. Identical sources were applied in the single vent
geometry and at individual vents in the multivent geometries, except that
the sources were desynchronized in the multivent geometry. As described
earlier, the sources at individual vents were desynchronized riadomly within
a desyr.;hronization window. To start with the width of the desynchronization
window was taken to be seconds which was the average delay time between

the first and last vent to chug in the 1/10 and 1/6-scale 3 vent geometries

(Subsection AS.2).

Pressure time history at the pool botten elevation (same as the transducer
location at this elevation in the test geometries) /as coaputed for 20 chug
events in each of the three 1/10 scale multivent geometries (3, 7 and 19
vents). Each chug event involved selecting start times for individual vents
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randomly within the 0.02 second dcoynchronization window and then obtaining

j the pressure time history using Equations AS-2 and A5-3.

( Figure A5-39 shows the multive.it multiplier based on the mean POP at the

pool bottom elevation for the 20 computed chug events. The multivent multi-

pliers have been computed for several values of T /T * This figure shows.

p a
that the multivent multiplier is less than unity for the multivent geometries.

The multivent multipliers based on mean POP obtained from actual test data

are also shown in Figure A5-39. It is seen that the predicted multivent

multipliers compare reasonably well with the actual data for the 19 vent

geometry. Generally, *he pred. ted values are higher than the measured values.

| for the 3 and 7 vent geometri3s. The most probable reason for this over-

prediction of the multivent multiplier in the 3 and 7 vent geometries is that

tF iug strer. :,s at individual vents in these geometries we.e less

tl _ rage chug strength in the single vent geometry. Note that in the

|
analysis the same source and hence the same chug strength is used in the

| single and multivent geometries. The only reduction therefore in the multi-
I

veat po:1 wall pressures comes about due to phasing.

Figure A5-40 shows the comperison betweer, predictions and data for the

multivent multipfiers based on averaga mean square power (MSP). As before,
the predicted multivent multipliers are somewhat higher than the measured

values, but predict the data trends quite well.

Figures AS-41 through A5-44 show typical computed pressure time histeries

and their PSDs in the 1/10-scale single and multivent geometries. Note that

as discussed earlier no ef f crt was made to model the underpressure preceding

the pressure spikes and therefore none of the computed pressure time

histories exhibit the initial underpressure. The impulse width was chosen

such that i /r was 0.45.
p a

In the single vent geometry (Figure A5-41), the pressure time history clearly

shows the classical pool ringout (first axial pool n. ode being the dominant

*r is the width af the triangular impulse and T is axial propagation timea15thepool(that is, pool depth divided by the pool sonic velocity).
|
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mode excited) with the vent ringout (a t 50 Hz) superimposed on it. The PSD

therefore shows dominant spikes at 50 Hz and 375 Hz (pool first mode

frequency).

In the 3 and 7 vent geometries (Figures A5-42 and A5-43) the pressure time
histories show that the pressure amplitudes have dropped compared to the

single vent geometry, and higher frequencies appear in the time trace. This

is reflected in the PSDs which show that the overall power is lower and

several bumps are present at higher frequencies indicating that higher pool
modes are excited. Nonetheless, the first pool axial mode tc still

dominant.

Finally, in the 19 vent geometry (Figure A5-44), the pressure trace shows

a significant high frequency content and the first axial pool mode is no

longer clearly evident. The PSD shows that the power in the first axial mode
around 375 Hz has decreased considerably and higher pool modes (mainly

radial and circumferential modes) are quite prominent. Although, the

overall power is quite small compared to that in the single vent geometry

(Figure A5-41).

Subsequently vent desy -hronization reduces the overall power while spreading
it into th'e higher pool modes. This is exactly the trend observed in the

actual data as discussed in Subsection A5.1. Therefore, it can be concluded

that the key multivent effect is vent desynchronization in that is is mainly

responsi _e for the observed multivent pool wall pressure characteristics.

The variation of the chug amplitudes from vent to vent on the other hand acts

to mainly enhance the effects caused by vent desynchronization and make it
highly improbable f r large chugs to occur simultaneously at all vents.
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the following Figures are General Electric Company Proprietary
and have been removed fror. this document in their entirety.

A3-1 Data Traces, 1/10 Scale Single Vent Test

A5-2 Data Traces, 1/10 Scale 3 Vent Test

A5-3 Data Traces, 1/10 Scale 7 Vent Test

A5-4 Data Traces, 1/10 Scale 19 Vent Test

A5-5 Variation of Mean POP at Pool Bottom Elevation With
Number of Vents, 1/10 Scale Single and Multivent Tests

A5-6 Variation of Mean PUP at Pool Bottoc. Elevation With
Number of Vents, 1/10 Scale Single and Multivent Tests
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7 Vent Geometry

AS-21 Pressure Time History and PSD for a Chug in the l/10 Scale
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A5-22 Percent of one Vent Pool Chugs 1/10 Scale 3 Vent Tests

A5-23 Percent of rwo Vent Pool Chugs, 1/10 Scale 3 Vent Tests
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The following Figures are General Electric Company Proprietary
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Kept Constant
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Wetwell, 1/10 Scale Single and Multivent Testsi

A5-37a Computed Pool Bottom Elevation Wall Pressure for the
1/10 Scale Single Vent Geometry

A5-37b Computed Pool Bottom Elevation Wall Pressure for the
1/10 Scale 3 Vent Geometry, All Vents in Phase

A5-37c Co=puted Pool Bottom Elevation Wall Pressure for the 1/10
Scale 7 Vent Geometry, All Vents in Phase

AS-37d Computed Pool Bottom Elevation Wall Pressure for the 1/10
Scale 19 Vent Geometry, All Vents in Phase

A5-38a PSD of Pressure History in Figure A5-37a

Ao-33b PSD of Pressure History in Figure A5-37b

AS-3Sc PSD of Pressure History in Figure A5-37c
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1/10 Scale Single and Multivent Tests
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1/10 Scale 19 Vent Geometry
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A6. CONCLUSIONS

A significant data base on single and multivent chugging has been obtained
in the Scaled Multivent Test Program. This data base has provided valuable
insights on the chugging phenomenon in single vent and multivent geometries
and has helped in understanding the observed data trende in the full-scale
blowdown tests.

Based on the single vent data obtained at four subscales (1/10, 1/6, 1/4 and
5/12) in this test program and data from full-scale blowdown *asts, the
following conclusions were made:

Chugging is a complex phenomenon involving several interactivea.

processes. The most important process, however, is the rapid con-
densation at the vent exit that drives the phenomenon. The pocl
wall pressures measured are a superposition of the pool and vent

| responses to tt<2 rapid condensation at the vent exit.

b. Of the wide range of system conditions tested (wetwell airspace
pressure, steam mass flux, peol temperatures, etc)., the prototypical
system conditions, i.e., full-scale values of wetwell aicspace pres-

sure, steam mass flux, etc., preserve the rapid condensation process
at the vent exit and the resulting pool response at the various scales.
Therefore, subscale chugging at prototypical system conditions is
representative of full-scale chugging.

c. Chugging characteristics are dependent on system conditions. The
average pool wall pressure amplitudes and period between chugs show
clear trends with steam mass flux, pool temperature and steam air-
content which are similar ar all four scales tested. Analysis of the

full-scale blowdown data show that these same trends are also present
in the full-scale blowdown tests.

|

|
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The following conclusions were made from the multivent data:

a. The overall chugging phenomenon in multivent geometries is similar
to that in single vent geooetries and chugging characteristics show
the samc dependence on system conditions as seen in single vent

chugging.

b. The multivent pool wall pressure amplitudes are lower than those in

the corresponding single vent geometry at identical system conditions.
Also, whereas in the siagle vent geometry the dominant pool response
is at the first axial pool mode, in a multivent geometry, higher cir-

cumferential and radial pool modes are excited. Although. the power

in these higher pool modes is generally quite small.

c. Two major multivent effects were observed in multivent chugging--
the bubble collapses at individual vents are not synchronized and the
strength of these bubble collapses varies at individual vents in a
multivent geometry. These multivent effects are mainly responsible
for the reduced wall pressure amplitudes and the pool response charac-
teristics, i.e., presence of higher pool modes, observed in a multivent

geometry.

d. These multivent effects were also found to be present in the full-scale

JAERI multivent data. Therefore, it is concluded that multivent pool

wall pressure characteristics observed in the subscale tests (lower pool
wall pressure amplitudes and pool response characteristics) will also
be seen at full-scale,

e. Acoustic models of the multivent pool geometry that include the observed
multivent effects are able to predict the multivent pool wall pressure

characteristics observed in the test data.

In closing, the data and analyses performed in the scaled Multivent Test Program

,

have shown that single vent pool wall pressures are bounding, and have provided
the understanding of single and multivent chugging necessary for the application
of single vent chugging data for evaluation of multivent pool wall loads.
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PART B
> EVALUATION OF FLUID-STRUCTURE

INTERACTION EFFECTS IN THE CREARE
'MULTIVENT FACILITY

!

Bl. INTRODUCTION

This Section describes the methods and results from the fluid-structure inter-
action (FSI) evaluation of the Creare multi-vent facility. The evaluation
was undertaken to demonstrate that the eak overpressure associated with

transient pool pressure signals was not being significantly altered by the
test tanks characteristics other than the size of the scaled pool.

The basic method measured the frequency response of an as-built Creare

tank and calculated the frequency response of a rigid-wall pool of the same
geometry. The measured and calculated frequency responses relate vent
pressure input to bottom pressure output. The frequency responses were used
to compare the predicted peak wall overpressure of the as-built with the

idealized rigid-wall tank under identical vent pressure input.
i

l

1

An analysis of the rigid-wall reference system was performed with a NASTRAN|

finite-element model. Fluid pressure was assumed to be governed by the linecr
acoustic equation. Analytical modeling of the as-built system was also per-

formed and gaie satisfactory agreement with the experiment.

The FSI evaluation concentrated on test and analysis of the Creare 30-in

vessel. This was done because it was judged that the 30-in tank had the

greatest potential for FSI effects. Testing and analysis identical to those

used to evaluate the 30-in tank were also applied to a laboratory tank (AST),
which was designed to be stiffer than any of those used in the multivent pro-

gram. This was done to verify the experimental and analytical procedures

and also provide a lower bound for the range of FSI effects in the tanks used

to establish the multivent multiplier (MVM). Identification of the range of

FSI effects from the smallest to the largest tank used to establish the MVM

is the most meaningful way to evaluate.,the potential effects of FSI. It should

be recognized, for example, that if the FSI effects were the same in all tanks,

the MVM would be unaffected by tank structural characteristics.

B1-1/B1-2
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B2. FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS

The essence of the FSI evaluation is in the comparison of the actual fluid-

{ structure system with an idealized reference system. The actual system was

characterized independently by controlled excitation tests, and analysis.

The reference system or idealized rigid-wall tank was characterized by

analysis. The system description in all cases was obtained in the form of

a single-input, complex, frequency response function. This allows system

response for both the actual and reference cases to be calculated and com-

pared for the same input. The reference system is a right circular cylinder

with the diameter and depth of the actual pool, and all wetted surfaces taken

to be rigid. The input for both systems is in the form of a pressure pulse

applied at the vent exit. The output quantity of interest is the acoustic

pressure at the tank bottom outer radius. The peak overpressure at this loca-

tion is the quantity used to define the multivent multiplier.

B2.1 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

|
|

The dynami: characterization of the as-built tank utilized a specially

designed accustic exciter (Figure B2-1). The exciter consisted of a baffled

piston driven by an electrodynamic shaker. It was designed to operate into a

high acoustic impedance to produce a pressure field which was uniform over the

piston surface. The piston was instrumented to measure both pressure and

acceleration on its face. The device was designed such that with broadband

random input the vent exit to cool bottom transfer function could be

measured with high coherence to 2000 Hz.

The piston was positioned in the 30-in vessel with the piston face submerged

to 20-in. The frequency response was measured using a band-limited Gaussian

random drive signal. Measurements were made with 512 spectral line resolution

over 0-7000 Hz and over 0-500 Hz. The latter measurement was made to accu-

rately resolve the dominant first peak in the frequency response. The

reasurement was used to obtain a complex frequency response function.

B2-1
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B2.2 ANALYTICAL METHOD

The frequency response for the rigid-wall tank (equivalent to a cylindrical

acoustic cavity) was computed with a NASTRAN finite-element model. The

model for the 30-in tank utilized 1024 axisymmetric ring elements to repre-

sent the contained fluid. The fluid mesh and the input and output locations

for the NASTRAN model are shown in Figure B2-2. The input was in the form

of a pressure pulse on the simulated piston face, and t.e output was the time&

Listory of the acoustic pressure response at the tani. bottom outer radius.

B2.3 FSI EVALUATION

The comparison of the actual 30-in teet tank with the rigid-wall tank was

I made by comparing peak wall pressure response values for identical vent

pressura time histories. The basic requirements for the input waveform stipu-

lated that it should have the general form of an impulsive transient (similar

to chugging), and its Fourier transform should have a broad, smooth magnitude

spectrum that covers the frequency range over which response is seen in the

actual chugging test. The test input selected was

y (t) = 1/4 [1 + cos E (t -] )]p

Calculations were performed with a duration : varying in five discrete steps,

from 1.56 to 9.18 milliseconds. The pulse (called a haversine-squared) and

its associated Fourier mar,nitude spectrum, are shown in Figures B2-3 and

B2-4 for durations of 1.56 milliseconds and 6.05 milliseconds.

The Fourier transform of the output pressure for input p (t) was computed fromy

an equation of the form

p (f) bl2 (f) El (f}

d2-2
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where py (f) and p2 (f) are the Fourier transforms of the input and output
pressure, and Hg (f) denotes the complex frequency response for either the
as-built system, or the reference rigid system. The transient response and

specifically the peak overpressure are obtained by inversion of H (f),

i

|
|

.
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B3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The vent exit to tank bottom 'requency response in the 30-in pool calculated

with the rigid-wall NASTRAN model is shown in Figure B3-1. The top portion

of the figure shows the ratio of bottom pressure amplitude to vent pressure

i amplitude, and the bottom portion shows the relative phase angle between the
1

output and the input. The peaks in the transfer function correspond to the

natural frequencies of the acoustic cavity with the pressure held to zero on

the vent exit plane.

The measured transfer function for the 30-in tank is shown in Figure B3-2.

The peak overpressure responses for the two systems are shown as functions

of the input pulse width in Table Bl.

The ratio of actual to rigid peak overpressure was plotted as a function of the

effective cutoff frequency of the input pulse as shown in Figure B3-3.

i

i i:
b' hen evaluating the FSI results the comparison of an actual system to an

idealized rigid-wall system, in terms of dynamic response to broadband input,

cust be anderstood as being an extremely stringent test. In this problem

it is more appropriate to establish the relative FSI effects in tae test tanks

by comparing the measured effects in the 30-in Creare tank with the same
measured effects in the AST tank. The AST represents a tank that is more

rigid than any of the vessels used in the mritivent program. In this way,

the range of FSI effects is bounded and the maximum resulting uncertainty

in the multivent multiplier due to FSI is established.

|

I
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Table B1

MEASURED AND CALCULATED PEAK OVERPRESSURE
RESPONSE TO UNIT AMPLITUDE HAVERSINE-SQUARED

INPUT PULSE FOR CREARE 30 IN. TANK

Pulse Width (tis. )
Cutoff Freq. (Hz.)

Source

Creare 30-in. Rigid

Crearc 30-in. Measured

J.

B3-2
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The following Figures are General Electric Company Proprietary
and have been removed from this document in their v"4tirety.

33-2 Frequency Response for 30-in. Creare Tank

33-3 Measured and Calculated Peak Overpressure Ratio (Actual /Rigic
for Creare 30-in. Tank for Various Pulse Durations

33-4 Calculated and Measured Peak overpressure latio (Actual /aigid)
for A3T Tv.k for Various Pulae Durations
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Section B4 " Conclusions" is General Electric Company Proprietary

and hat; been removed from this document in its entirety.
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